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Emeritus
acquires
Glendale
Place
Local facility joins
group's 460-plus
national holdings
The Chapmans

Award-winning
Chapman,family
to perform at
Lovett Friday

Saturday
Fun for
Everyone

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Paducah native arid popular
Chnstian singer Steven Curtis
Chapman will return to western
Kentucky with his wife and
children Frtday when they make
a stop at Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium.
The multi-platinum selling
and award-winning artist will
perform some of his most memorable hits from his more than
career.
decades-long
two
including "Live Out Loud,"
"Cinderella" and many others.
In a telephone interview,
Chapman said fans can expect
old favorites, as well as songs
from his last album. 2009's
"Beauty Will Rise." He said
those songs are important to
him because they were inspired
by the grief he and his family
went through after his five-yearold daughter. Maria, was killed
in a car accident in May 2008.
He said they couldn't have
made it through the horrible
ordeal without God's love.
"I haven't done a tour around
'Beauty Will Rise,' so I want to
do those songs live. They have
been important to me and I
sometimes refer to them as 'my
Psalms,'" Chapman said, referring to the song-like verses
found in the Book of Psalms.

Children in Murray had a
trio of fun activities going
on in town Saturday, with
plenty of things to do to
take advantage of the cool
weather. At Fall on the
Farm, kids visited a petting
zoo, wandered a corn maze
and went down giant slides,
among other activities.
Pictured, top photo, childrel play in a giant play
area filled with shelled com.
The "corn pit" was a hit with
children and adults alike.
Meanwhile, the annual Arts
on the Square was set up
at the Downtown Saturday
Farmer's Market, with
numerous artistic stations
available. Pictured, center
photo, Marli Mehta, 3, right,
smiles at Jack Wolfe, 4,
whiie decorating pumpkins.
Wolfe, 4, said he was trying
to fill his whole pumpkin
with color. Central Park was
also abuzz with activity at
the "Celebration of Play"
event in honor of Murray
being named a Playful City
USA. Bottom photo, Kenzie
Dukes, 2, lines up her
throw at a beanbag toss
game dunng the celebration

IN See Page 2
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Special to the Ledger
Emeritus Senior Living, a
Seattle-based operator of senior
has
communities
living
Place
Glendale
acquired
Assisted Living Community.
Emeritus operates more thaa
460 residential and assisted living communities through-out
the United States. Glendale
Place Assisted Living will now
operate as part of the Emeritus
Senior Living family-, according
to information from Nita King,
Glendale Place Community
Relations director.
Across the country, Emeritus
is known foi its commitment to
making a positive difference in
the lives of the people a serves
by fostering an atmosphere of
family and community among
its staff and residents.
*Glendale Place is a wonderful addition to the Emeritus
family," said Granger Cobb,
President/CEO. "We are very
pleased to be able to bring or. a
very caring and capable staff
and introduce them to the
Emeritus family values that
guide the fulfillment of our mis-

III See Page 2

Panel probes
decisions made
after Gulf spill
By DINA CAPPIELLO
Associated F'ress Writer
Vv'ASHINGTON (AP) — A
panel that President Barack
Obama appointed to investigate
the Gulf oil spill will begin
Monday to scrutinize how his
administration reacted to the
disaster.
The two-day meeting of the
presidential oil spill commission will look at the controversial use of chemical dispersants. a moratorium on deepwater drilling and Obama's
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Military pressed religious rights in WVVII

50s

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
he U.S. military made great strtdes
in providing religious rights and
services to soldiers, sailors. airmen
and marines during WWII for reasons
varying from motivating them to fight to
preventing sexual immorality.
That was the message Dr. G. Kurt
Pichler, a specialist in U.S. history at the
University of Tennessee and author of
"Remembering War the American Way"
delivered during the sMurray State
University history department's annual Dr.
James W. Hammack Jr. Scholarship
Banquet Saturday night.

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Monday...Mostly cloudy with
a chance of showers and isolatHighs
thunderstorms.
ed
around 70. Chance of precipitation 40 percent.
night .Mostly
Monday
cloudy with a chance of showers and isolated thunderstorms.
Lows in the upper 50s. Chance
of pre.cipitation 20 percent.
Tuesday.. Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the mid 70s.
Tuesday night...Partly cloudy.
Lows in the mid 50s.
Wednesday...Partly cloudy.
Highs in the upper 70s.
night. .Partly
Wednesday
cloudy Lows in the mid 50s
sunny.
Thursday ..Mostly
Highs around 80
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"There was a very deliberate effort to
promote religion," Piehler added.
For the first time, religions other than
Christianity - or emphasizing more
Christian denominations - took place
including more Catholic. Christian
Science, Seventh-Day Adventist, Jewish,
Mormon and other beliefs were sanctioned: however that effort sometimes led
to Catholic chaplains leading Jewish services and other types of mix-matched
duties.
Piehler said one of the reasons the effort
was made was to assure parents that their
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Speaking before a crowd of about 100
students, faculty and guest, Piehler spoke
concerning ''The Religious Life of the G.I.
during World War II." Prtmarily focusing
on the introduction of an expanded chaplain service to meet the religious needs of
American military service men and
women, Piehler said the effort to ensure
American values concerning freedom of
religion were in focus.
"We never followed religion as seriously
as we did in World War II," Piehler said,
pointing out the increase in religious focus
was primarily spearheaded by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt and U.S. Army
General George C. Marshall.
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From Front

NOTICE
• There will be a Special
Calied Meeting of the South
641
Water
District on
Thursday Sept. 30, at 10
a.m. The meeting will be held
at the water office located at
207 Main Street in Hazel. For
more information call 4928857.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Parks board of directors is scheduled to meet in
special session at 6 p.m.
Thursday. Sept. 30. in the
conference room of the
Murray-Calloway Chamber
of Commerce building on
North 12th Street. On the
agenda for the meeting is
consideration of a personnel
matter. The board will meet
in open session to be attended by the public, but will then
adjourn to a special. nonpublic closed session to consider business. The meeting
will then be reopened to the
public for a possible public
vote on the matter under
consideration.
• To report a Town Sher
item call 753-1916.

core values and promise.
Vo'e believe we can bring addito
tional
improvements
Glendale Place. making it an
even more valuable resource to
the Murray community.
Michele Baker. Glendale
Place executive director. said.
"We are very excited about the
change. It will be great for this
community to be a part of the
Emeritus family - such a forward-thinking company that is
committed to the highest standards of quality care for seniors.
Additionally, we will be able to
maintain our local independence, yet benefit from the support of a national senior living
company."
Baker said Glendale Place will
host an Open House on
Thursday, Sept. 30, from 6-8
p.m.. and the public is invited to
stopy by and discover Glendale
Place's home-like family atmosphere. "Once you meet our staff
and residents, you will know'
that the Emeritus Promise of
'Our Family is Committed to

Campton Toddler dies
after being hit by car
CAMPTON, Ky. lAP) — A
toddler is dead after being hit
by a cat on an eastern Kentucky
highway.
WLEX-TV in Lexington
cites police in reporting that a
car driven by 47-year-old
James Creech hit the 17month-old child Sunday afternoon when the toddler wandered onto Kentucky 715.
Wolfe County Coroner
Frank Poner said the child died
at the scene.
Police did not release the
child's name and no charges
have been filed.

Yours' fits us perfectly'. We have
always been and will continue
to be committed to our residents
and their families." she added.
According to King's release,
Glendale Place is an Emeritus
Senior Living Community. a
national provider of assisted living and Alzheimer's and related
dententia care services to seniors. Emeritus is one of the
largest and most experienced
operators of freestanding assisted living coinmunities, located
throughout the United States.
These communities provide a
residential housing alternative
for senior citizens who need
assistance with the activities of
daily. living, with an emphasis
on personal care services, which
provides support to the residents
in the aging process. Emeritus
currently operates communities
in 44 states representing capacity of approximately 39,000

From Front
sons and daughters would not
be "corrupted" by service in the
U.S. military, to provt• that the
war was "just" and to counter .,
German Nazi threat that re'
gion would be abolished should
Germany defeat the U.S. and
Europe during the conflic
Since the war was controt c,
sial with many Americans. prt
vision of expanded religious
services was to aid the soldier in
being motivated to fight and to
avoid sexual immorality during
their time in service overseas
fighting in Europe and the Far
East.
During the event. student
Allison Elizabeth Crowe was
awarded this year's 2010
Hammack Scholarship. The
award was presented to Crowe
by Dr. 'Terry Svelter, chairman
of the MSU Department of
History.

Special to the Ledger
SATURDAY BARN FIRE: Carole Shirkey was walking his
dog Saturday, Sept. 25, at approximately 11 a.m. on Wiswell
Road when he reported seeing the first puffs of smoke at the
tobacco barn fire above. Tommy Morgan, an assistant chief
with Calloway County Fire-Rescue, said the barn was a total
loss and was fully engulfed in flames by the time firefighterS
arrived on the scene. CCFR responded to another tobacco
barn fire at approximately 4 p.m. on Hudson Road, which is
just off State Route 94 West near the Oaks Country Club.
Morgan said that two-acre barn was also destroyed.
Carole Shirkey

MEDICAL CENTER

Fans who plan to attend the
concert may also ask that their
song be added to thc set by
requesting it at wwwstevencurtischapman.cont
The current tour has been
dubbed "A Night with the
Chapmans," and the concert
will certainly live up to this title
by bringing inost of the family
event.
together
for
the
Chapman's wife. Mary Beth
Chapman. has accompanied him
on tour before, but has never
been part of the show before.
Throughout the concen. Mary
Beth will share her and her family's journey through life as
detailed in her book, "Choosing
to See." The book, co-written
with Ellen Vaughn, was released
in September.
Mary Beth said the book
details her struggle with clinical
depression, as well as the death
of Maria. She also wrote atiout
her passion for adoption.
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units and 450)0 residents.

Chapmans...
From Front

NIL...,

Besides adopting three children
of their own from China, she
and Steven founded Show Hope
in 2003. The ag,ency has a sixstory facility in China and has
given grants to 2.500 families to
adopt children from 45 different
countries since its founding, she
said,
Also playing in the show will
he the Chapmans' sons, Caleb
and Will Franklin. Steven said
the concert will be the night
before Caleb's 21st birthday. so
he is excited to not only have
the boys perform with him, but
to be close to home to celebrate
with family.
The concert begins at 7 p.m.
Friday at Lovett Auditorium.
For tickets. stop by the box
office of the CFSB Center, lotmerly the Regional Special
Events Center, call I -800-745MM or visit www.ticketmastercom.

From Front
plans to make the Gulf's environment better than it was
before the accident. It will also
examine who was in charge of
making critical decisions — BP
PLC or the federal government.
The April 20 explosion and
fire killed 11 workers, sunk the
Deepwater Horizon drilling rig
and unleashed 206 million gallons of crude into the Gulf of
Mexico. It also tested the oil
industry's and government's
capabilities to respond to a massive blowout in deep water.
The commission's meeting
follows testimony made by BP
to another panel of independent
experts in Washington on
Sunday that revealed gaps in the
company's internal investigation into what caused the massive spill.
BP's study found eight separate failures led to the blowout.
The report blamed BP and other
including
companies.
Transocean, the rig's owner,
and Halliburton Co., which was
contracted to do the cement
work.
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When- You Purchase Abualifyirig Trane
Heating And Coofing System*.
Plus... Get-Up-To $1,500 In Federal Tax Credits*.*.
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Sept. 25,

-Now That'S.E.fficient!
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Instant Comfort.
TuoPA $1,000 Instant Rebate*.
Pius Up To $1,500 In Federal Tax Credits**.
imagine coming home to an environment that's as fresh
clean, and healthy as it is comfortable Now is the perfect
time to make that a reality. with a Trane high performance
system It's never been so easy to own one

New Patients ...Alwaysg
Drs. Susan Heffley & Emily Gupton
Dr. Heffiey is a graduate of the University of Evansville and the
University of Louisville School of Medicine. She completed her
residency in Family and Geriatric Medicine at the University.of
Louisville.
Dr. Gupton is a graduate of the Murray State University and
the Nova Southeastern University College of Osteopathic
Medicine. She completed her residency in Family Medicine at
the University of Louisville.

Just ptirchase your qualifying 'crane system betweer
August 15 and October 31 2010 Maximum comfoi
lower Pleating and cooling costs. and affordabli
payment options that's the Trane difference

Or... Choose 5.9% APR Financing
Or Zero Interest If Paid In Full
Within 36 Months.t
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Appointments with both Dr. Heffley and Dr. Gupton can be
made by calling 27G-759-9200
TRAHE
1000 South 12th Street, Murray I 270.759.9200
www.primarycaremedicakenter.com
Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm I Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm
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Obama: Money alone can't help schools

Obituaries
Mae Belle Tynes Degonia

ViASHINGTON (AP) - money alone can't solve the
Mae Belle Tyne. Degonia. sK. ot Mayfield. died Friday. Sept. 24,
2010, at 12:05 pan. at. Lourdes Hospital.
President Barack Obama on problems in America's schools.
He said more resources must
A factory- worker and an office manager, she worked at the for- Monday called for a longer
mer Curlee Clothing. Mayfield Manufacturing, Mary Nell and school year for students and the be matched with reforms.
reintiv al of the worst-perform- including the remov al of teaehMayfield Cap.
In addition to her parents, Leonard Russell and Eunice Lee ing teachers as he sought to give ers who. once identified as
Morris Tynes, she was preceded in death by a sister. Martha Tynes; a prominent boost to his educa- underperforming and elven thc
chance and the training to
tion agenda.
and two brothers. Louis Tynes and Wilton Tynes.
Asked in an inter% iew' if he improve. are still not serving
She is survived by her husband. William Degonia of Mayfield:
three daughters. Karen Elaine Hastings and Pasha Dutram. both of supported a year-round school students well.
Obama say:s his administraLexington. and Chelsea Hastings of Mayfield; a son, Andrew year. Obama said: "The idea of a
Hastings of Lexington: five sisters, Mary Thom of Dexter. Delorse longer school year. I think. tion's Race to the Top initially e
has been one of the "most powHanks of Troy. Tenn.. Edna Doke of Jcplin, Mo., and Tina Menser makes sense.He did not specify how long erful tools for reforni- in many
and Janie Peoples. both of Mayfield; four brothers. Gary and James
Tynes. both of Mayfield, Dean Tynes of Fancy Farm. and Larry that school year should be and years. Through the program,
Tynes of Newburg, Ind; three grandchildren; and one great-grand- said that U.S. student', attend states compete for $4 billion in
classes. on average. about a funding by highlighting their
child.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, Sept. 28. 2010, at 1 p.m. month less than children in most plans for refomi.
The president said he wants
at the Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield with the Rev. Mark Dowdy other advance countries.
The president also said to work with teachers unions.
officiating. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight. Monday. Sept. 27, 2010, from 5-8 p.m.
at the funeral home.
Pallbearers will be J.R. Peoples, Michael Menser. BranOton
Tynes. Matt Ellegood. Daniel Tynes and Jeremy Tynes.
BOSTON (AP) - Cancer Nov. 17.
An-angements are handled by the Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield.
"I don't know how they're
patients, brace yourselves.
Marty new drug treatments cost going to deal with that kind of
Melinda Sue Noles
a year, sparking issue.- said Svensson. who was
metmdu sue Notes, 56, of Calvert City. died Saturday. Sept. 25. nearly $1000)0
fresh debate about how much a treated at the Lahey Clinic
( at 5-40 a.m. at the Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
Center in suburban
The daughter of the late Weldon Notes and the few months more of life is Medical
Boston. "I feel very lucky.late Garnetta (Mabry) Noles, she was a member of worth.
For the last decade, new canThe latest is Provenge. a
the First United Methodist Church in Benton and
drugs have been
approved
cer-fighting
therapy
first-of-a-kind
School
Exceptional
County
attended the Marshall
in April. It costs $93.01X1 and topping $5.000 a month. Only a
from 1967 until 1991.
keep cancer in
She is survived by her sister. Jeanette Darnall of adds four months' survival. on few of these
long that they are.
Benton; her brother, James Willis Notes of Benton: average. for men with incurable remission so
cures.
several nieces and nephews of Murray and Hardin; prostate tumors. Bob Svensson in effect.
For most people. the drugs
is honest about why he got it:
and several great-nieces and great-nephews.
may buy a few months or years.
Graveside services will be held Tuesday. Sept. insurance paid.
"I would not spend that Insurers usually pay if Medicare
28. 2010. at 1 p.m. at the graveside in the Benton
some people have lifeCemetery with the Honorable Mike Miller and the money.- because the benefit pays. But
Notes
and more people are
says
it,
caps
time
worth
seem
doesn't
will
Interment
Rev. Joe Daryl Thorn officiating.
Svensson, 80, a former corpo- uninsured because of job layoffs
follow in the Benton Cemetery,.
from in the recession. The nation's
Visitation will be held tonight. Monday, Sept. 27, 2010. from 5- rate finance officer
nevt. health care law eliminates
Bedford. Mass.
8 p.m. at the Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
lifetime limits for plans
Medicare
these
supplemental
His
County
Marshall
the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
issued or renew.ed on
govemwere
that
the
while
paying
is
plan
Exceptional School, P.O. Box 423, Benton, Ky. 42025. Online coninent decides whether basic Sept. 23 or later.
dolences may: be left at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Provenge
Celgene Corp.'s Revlimid
Arrangements are handled by the Collier Funeral Home in Medicare will cover
tab for tax- pill for multiple myeloma, a
The
whom.
for
and
Benton.
payers could be huge-prostate type of blood cancer, can run as
is the most common cancer in much as $10,(KX) a month: so
Robert Arthur King
American men. Most of those can Genentech's Avastin for cerFuneral ser.i‘es tor Robert Arthur King, 89, of Murray. formerwho have it will be eligible for tain cancers. Now Dendreon
26,
ly of Grand Rapids, Mich., were held yesterday. Sunday Sept.
and Provenge will be Corp.'s Provenge rockets price
Medicare,
2010, at 4:30 p.m. at the Good Shepherd Methodist
an option for many late-stage into a new orbit.
Church with Bro. Gene Burkeen officiating.
Unlike drugs that people can
cases. A meeting to consider
King died Friday, Sept. 24, 2010, at Spring
Medicare coverage is set for try for a month or (WO and keep
Creek Health Care.
A member of Bell Teiephone Pioneers. he was a
technician for the Bell Telephone Company, served
as Corporal with the United States Army Air Corps
during World War II. and was a member of the
Good Shepherd Methodist Church.
In addition to his parents, Norman Luther King
filed lawsuits laKt week alleging
LITHONIA, Ga. iAP)
and Cora Schweitzer King, he was preceded in
death by two brothers, George Benjamin King and Many followers of embattled Long used jaitanding and gifts
King
Lawrence King; and four sisters. Gladys King. Baptist megachurch leader including cash. cars and travel to
Bishop Eddie Long remained coerce them into sexual relaEdna King, Marion King and Isabelle King.
King is survived by his wife, Shirley Jane King; a unwavering in their support as tions when they' were 17 or 18
son, Norman King: three daughters, Roberta their pastor vowed to tight like years old.
"I feel like David against
Schmidt, Ellen Rose Hart arid Ruth Howard; and David versus Goliath against
claims he lured four young men Goliath. But I got tive rocks, and
eleven step-children.
I haven't thrown one yet,- Long
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Michael J. Fox into sex.
Casting himself as the Bible's said Sunday in his first public
Foundation for Parkinson's Church Street Station. P.O. Box 780.
New York, NY. 10008-0780. Online condolences may be left at ultimate underdog, Long went remarks since the lawsuits were
www.imesmillercom. Arrangements were handled by Imes-Miller before congregants who packed filed. He stopped short of denyhis I0,000-seat church Sunday' ing the allegations but implied
Funeral Home.
and promised to battle claims in he was wronged by them.
"I have never in my. iife porlawsuits filed last week that he
William Carroll Avery
trayed myself as a perfect man.
Carroll Averyr, 67. of Pegram. Tenn. died on Saturday. abused his "spiritual authonty.\\
Three members of the New But I am not the man that's
Sept. 25, 2010, at his home.
televiAvery was a Vietnam veteran serving in the U.S. Binh Missionary Baptist Church being portrayed on the
is not
That
me.
not
That's
sion.
fourth
a
and
Atlanta
suburban
in
County
Cheatham
the
Artny and he worked for
said.
Sheriff Department under Sheriff Doris Weakley and from a North Carolina branch me,- he
Sheriff Pat Chandler.
He was preceded in death by his parents Carroll R.
Avery and Rebecca Wells Avery'.
In addition to his wife. Dell Marie Rowlett Avery of Pegrani.
Tenn.. he is survived by his daughters, Rebecca Avery and Paula
Ciero; his sisters, Martha Nell Norsworthy and Linda Lee Avery of
Murray; his grandchildren, Dustin William Avery and Joshua
Ronald Bradshaw: and his in-laws. Don and Glenda Rowlett.
*Therapeutic Massage
•
Funeral services will be held on Wednesday, Sept. 29. 2010, at
•
12:30 p.m. in the chapel of Cheatham County Funeral Home. Bunal
*Deep Tissue Massage
will be at 2 p.m. on Wednesday', Sept. 29. 2010. at the Middle
All designed to
*Hot Stone Massage
Tennessee Veteran's Cemetery in Nashville, Tenn. with military'
•
your budget
suit
honors. Visitation will be on Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
*PreNatal Massage
•
AND
the funeral home. Arrangements are handled by Cheathatn County
*Sports Massage
Funeral Home.
• busy schedule!

and
he
embraced the
role in defending their members. But he
unions
said
and
cannot
not
should
defend a status
quo in which
one-third
of
°barna
are
children
dropping out. He urged them not
to be resistant to change.
Obama spoke Monday during
a live half-hour interview on
NBC's "Today- show.
Mama said teachers' unions
can be pan of the solution to
problem schools.

New cancer drug costs $93,000 a year

Pastor says he will fight
like 'David vs. Goliath'

using only if they keep responding. Provenge is an all-or-nothing $93.000 gamble. It's a onetime treatment to train the
immune system to fight prostate
tumors. the first so-called "cancer vaccine.- Part of why it costs
so much is that it's not a pill
cranked out in a lab. but a treatment that is individually' prepared, using each patient's cells
and a protein found on most
prostate cancer cells. It is expensive and time-consuming to
make.
It's also in short supply. forcing the first rationing of a cancer
drug since Taxol and Taxotere
were approved 15 years ago. At
the University' of Texas M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center. doctors plan a modified lottery to
decide which of its 150 or so eligible patients will be among (he
two a month it can treat with
Provenge. An insurance precheck is part of the process to
ensure they. financially qualify
for treatinent.
"I'm fearful that this will
become a drug for people with
more resources and less available for people with less
M.D.
said
resources.Anderson's prostate cancer
research chief, Dr. Christopher
Logothetis.
For other patients on other
drugs, money already is affecting care:
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Americans don't want farm jobs

between
:omfort.
ible

-

TRAM

VISALIA, Calif.(AP)- As
the economy tanked dunng the
past two years, a debate has
raged over whether immigrants
are taking jobs that Americans
want.
Here. amid the svt:eltering
vineyards of the largest lam)
state. the answer is no.
Most Amencans simply- don't
apply. titr jobs harvesting fruits
and v egetables in California.
where one of every eight people
is out of work. according to government data for a federal seasonal lannworker program anaThe Associated Press.
lyzed

And the few unemployed
Americans who apply through
official channels usually don't
stay. on in the fields. a point
comedian Stephen Colbert dressed as a field hand - has
alluded to in recent broadcast,
on Comedy Central.
"It's just not something that
most Americans are going te
pack up their bags and mot c
here to do." said farmer Steve
Fortin. who pays $10.25 an hour
to foreign workers to trim strawberry plants for six weeks each
summer at his nursery near the
Nevada border.

LOWE Ft
- YOUR
COST- S'

*Chair Massage
*HydraMassage

•
0•

Ask about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM It's FREE to JOIN.

-Job losses have led some
people to stop taking Gleevec, a
by
drug
$4,500-a-month
Novartis AG that keeps certain
leukemias and stomach cancers
in remission. Three such cases
were recently described in the
New England Journal of
Medicine. and all those patients
suffered relapses.
-Retirements are being
delayed to preserve insurance
coverage of cancer drugs. Holly
Reid, 58. an accountant in
Novato. Calif., hoped to retire
early until she tried cutting back
on Gleevec and her cancer
recurred. "I'm convinced now I
have to take this drug for the rest
of my life" and will have to
work until eligible for Medicare,
she said.
-Lifetime caps on insurance
benefits are hitting many'
patients, and laws are being
pushed in dozens of states to get
wider coverage of cancer dnigs.
In Quincy. Mass., 30-year-old
grad student Thea Showstack
testified for one such law after
pharmacists said her first cancer
prescription exceeded her student insurance limit.
"They said 'OK, that will be
$1,900,- she said. "I was
absolutely panicked.- The federal health care law forbids such
caps on plans issued or renewed
Sept. 23 or later.

200 MILE YARD SALE
Friday, October I
Saturday, October 2
Sunday, October 3

im

edits*. .

fie says unions have often
heen resistant to change as they
try to protect their members but that many of them are now
working with states on reforms
including charter schools. and
imposing higher standards and
accountability.
In an interview' Monday' with
NBC's "Today- show. Obama
said the message to unions needs
to be that they can't defend a
status quo in which a third ot
students are dropping out.
()barna says teachers who are
subpar should hav e the opponunity to improve -- but if they
don't they shouldn•t be in the
classroom.

200 Miles through Western Kaifu* along U.S. Highway 60
Davress Hzncock 9reounrrage Mem Crlenden Ortagfan Counties)
Hende,Iort
(onion

www.tighwaynyardsale.com
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44L STOCK MARKET REPORT
InVestments SinCe 1854
Doo Jones Ind. A.g. _10858.97 - 1.57
83.94 - 0.26
Air Pnolucts
'93.52 + 1.20
Apple
28.60 + 0.02
AT&T. Inc
24.46 - 0.05
13B&T
13.54 - 0.06
Bank of America
13.57 - 0.03
Briggs 3: Stratton
19.30 - 0.07
Bristol NI%ers Squibb
79.47 - 0.26
Caterpillar
feiaco Corp 80.211 + OA
Cho
Daimler Chr%sler .......-62.52 r 0.27
9.04 + 0.04
Dean Foods
61.138 + 0.13
Evion-N1ohil
12.51 - 0.05
Fiord Motor
16.61 • 0.05
General Electric
ADR _40.40 • 0.07
72.67 + 0.08
Goodrich
Good%ear fire & Rubber _111.80 - 0.02

pmes as of 9 a rh.

Hoplied Bank* ....--_-.9.31 B 9.43 A
134.33 + 0.22
I B NI
- 0.03
Intel
Kroger ............_-___-_21.98 • 0.11
23.74 - 0.02
Mattel ....... ......
75.21 + 0.11
McDonalds
17.23 - 0.11
Merck
24.81 + 0.03
Microsoft
25-39 - 0.16
J.C. Penne%
66.15 + 0.02
Pepsico. Inc
17.27 - 0.13
Pfizer. Inc
6.99 + 0.04
Regions Financial
74.70 - 0.43
Stars Holding Corp
11.25 - 0.12
lime %karner
'2.53 + 0.12
LS Bancorp ..
36 01 -11.31
el!Poini Inc
34.00 -11.08
V% al-Mart
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Special Ops in focus
for Afghan victory
WS' ANALYSIS
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By KIMBFRLY DOZIER
KABUL. Afghanistan t AP) in the past week.
Special operations troops
— The new top commander
in Afghanistan is talking up a have been in Afghanistan ',ince
weapon that has been kept in the conflict began in j101,
the shadows for years — spe- working with the anti-Taliban
cial operations missions to kill Northern Alliance to drive the
or capture key insurgents — Taliban from power after the
to try to convince skeptics the Sept. I I. 2001 terror attacks
in the United States and later
war can be won.
More than previous cotn- to pursue al-Qaida leaders.
Last fall. McChrystal. who
manders. Gen. Da%•id Petraeus
has been releasing the results commanded special operations
of special operations missions forces in Iraq, stepped up the
— 365 militant leaders killed tempo, broadening their misor captured in the last 90 days. sion to include killing or capanother 1,031 rank-and-file turing midlevel commanders in
insurgents killed and 1335 the Ta:iban and their allies in
detained — to demonstrate the the Haqqani network.
What's new is that Petraeus
Taliban and their allies are also
suffering losses as NATO casu- and his aides are talking about
it. By highlighting their sucalties nse.
Accentuating the positive is cesses, Petraeus could earn
pan of Petraeus' media style. bankable political capital that
developed when he command- he will need if he recommends
ed U.S. forces in Iraq and was that Obama slow the drawwidely credited with helping down of U.S. troops that the
president promised will begin
turn the tide in that war.
Those skills are part of what next July.
This does not mean that
the White House knew it needed when President Barack Petraeus is shifting emphasis
Obama selected the four-star from traditional counterinsurgeneral in July to replace Gen. gency strategy — clearing terMcChrystal. after ritory, holding it, building on
Stanley
• remarks cntical of the admin- it. and then turning it over to
.. istration appeared in Rolling the Afghan govemment.
In an interview Tuesday with
. Stone magazine.
Since taking command, The Associated Press and two
'
organizations,
news
Petraeus has used a series of other
high-profile media interviews Petraeus spoke of spec-ops sucto try to reverse the wave of cesses, but added: "You don't
pessimism about the war, espe- kill or capture your way out
cially within Congress and the of an industrial strength insurgency."
American public:.
demonstrating
However,
Playing up missions by special operations forces — Navy progress is difficult in a war
SEALs, Delta Force. Army fought in hundreds of small,
Rangers and Green Berets — scattered engagements, where
offers a way to demonstrate frontlines do not move and
that the U.S. and its NATO where cities do not fall.
That's where the spec-ops
partners are taking the light to
raids come in. The mystique
the Taliban.
Petraeus has shared key of elite, highly trained comheretofore classified data with mandos swooping down on an
reporters at a level of detail unsuspecting Taliban leader in
that surprised many U.S. offi- the dead of night plays well
cials here and in Washington. back home, especially at a time
A senior official in Kabul when much of the news from
downplayed the notion that pub- Afghanistan focuses on rising
licizing these details is calcu- American deaths and frustralated to win public suppon, tion with the Afghan govemsaying it simply highlights one ment.
Heavy use of special operof the war's successes. The
official spoke on condition of ations forces is not without
anonymity to discuss the com- risk. Afghans from President
Hamid Karzai to lowly village
mander's strategy.
Special operations missions elders complain night raids
are now at their highest tempo. offend Afghan culture and turn
with nearly 3.000 carried out the population against the interbetween May and August, national coalition.
A U.S. defense official says
according to officials here.
U.S. officials here are sen- one special operations task force
sitive to the suggestion that recorded no shots fired in 973
Petraeus is using the spec-ops out of 1,225 missions in the
successes for public effect, per- 12 months ending in August.
haps because it harks back to The targets simply gave up withthe largely discredited body out a fight.
The official added up to 10
counts of the Vietnam war.
But back in Washington. the Afghan special forces troops
release of information was take part in each raid, often
warmly welcomed in some in the lead, when the force
quarters, offsetting the daily reaches the target.The official
drumbeat of rising U.S. casu- spoke on condition of anonymialties. At least 27 U.S. serv- ty to describe classified operice members have been killed ations.
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Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
It shouldn't be a brain-twister
as to why the federal governThe following are editorials from newspapers across
ment, back in March. award- Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerned the Louisville Metro Departof importance in the Commonwealth.
ment of Health & Wellness a ing issues
$7.9 million obesity prevenredo their menus to make that Herald-Leader
tion grant.
valuable information available Lexington, Ky.
Kentucky has been rated the
When jobs are scarce. colto their customers. Dieticians
fourth fattest state in the nation.
will be hired and paid to con- lege classrooms fill up.
statisAmong the worrisome
That conventional wisdom
sult with the participating
tics are that one out of four
including offering probably accounts for part of
restaurants.
Kentucky adults is ove,weight,
advice on how menus can be the 4 percent uptick in enrollwhile the percentage deemed
ment in Kentucky's colleges
made healthier.
(more
"clinically severe obese"
all voluntary, despite and universities since this time
It's
than 100 pounds over a persome talk that the health depart- last year.
son's ideal weight) is risin g
It does not explain the 40
ment may at some point profast. Nationally, obesity is
pose to make it mandatory for percent surge over the last
blamed for 300,0(X) deaths and
small restaurants to post the decade. More students than ever
$147 billion in health care costs
caloric content of their meals. - an estimated 270,(XX) - are
every year. And unlike at any
For the consumer that's not a enrolled in the state's public
other time in history, obesity
bad idea. but, nevertheless, with and private colleges. the Counhas even reached epidemic proan ill-tempered electorate it's cil on Postsecondary Educachilportions among American
probably politically untenable at tion reports.
dren. Finally, obesity is the
As usual. the Kentucky Comthis time. For sure. there are
second-leading cause of prepeople who agree with one munity and Technical College
ventable death in America after
local restaurateur that the new System led the way with an
smoking.
initiative is "a waste of money." increase of more than 6,000
That said, it's also no puzstudents or 6.1 percent.
But it's not.
zle as to why Louisville's health
Enrollment at the UniversiAnd so once again. the comdirector. Dr. Adewale Troutmunity should commend Dr. ty of Kentucky is up by 780
to
decided
team
his
and
man,
Troutman, who will be leav- students or 2.9 percent to
allocate $500,000 of the departing in November for a new 27,951. The steady flow of stument's federal grant to launch
job in Florida. for his vision- dents to the state's campuses
an initiative designed to help
ary leadership of the health is one sign that Kentuckians
local. small restaurant owners
department these last seven increasingly recognize the value
to calculate calories and the
years. and especially for his of higher education.
nutritional value of their meals
It's also more validation for
emphasis on health, wellness
and to cover the expense to
the higher education reforms
and prevention

and funding that Kentucky
enacted in 1997.
Among the reforms was creation of KCTCS, which has
grown by 79 percent over the
past 10 years to 106,500 students.
Since the initial excitement.
the state's support of highei
education has flattened or been
spotty, especially during this
most recen t dramatic dip in
revenues.
The universities and colleges have compensated by
shifting more of the cost ontc
students and families through
tuition increases.
It's still a good investment.
The median weekly earnings of workers with bachelor's degrees in 2009 were
$1,137 - or 1.8 tiines the average earned by those with only
a high school diploma and 2.5
times the earnings of high
school dropouts, according tc
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Kentucky still has d
long way to go. Only three states
have a lower percentage of
college graduates among residents 25 or older.
Timid politics and a weak
economy have kept the Legislature from doing more to erase
Kentucky's education deficits.
You've got to hand it to the
state's students and families they're doing their part.

Midnight ride, Part II
Editor's Note: The following
is the second installment of
Supreme Court Justice Bill Cunningham's column concerning
an event that took place in
Calloway County in 1916. It
continues the events surrounding the shooting of a Murray
law enforcement officer . The
column will be concluded in
Part 111 coming soon.
It, (approving d continuance
in the case of Lube Martin's
shooting of Guthrie Diuguid
so his attorney' could prepare
his case) was obviously the right
call by (Circuit) Judge (Charles)
Bush. But it would also prove
explosive. (Calloway) Sheriff
Patterson was told to return
Martin back to Hopkinsville.
When the jurors and large
numbers of would-be spectators packed into the court room
the following morning. they
fully expected a trial of Lubc
Martin. When informed that
the case had been continued
and Lube Martin was on his
way• back to Hopkinsville. the
throng went ballistic.
Judge Bush and Denny Smith
were barely able to escape to
their hotel after being pushed
and shoved around as they
made their exit from the court
room. The mob—and it was
now a mob—followed them
into the old Murray House
Hotel, a block away. They
filled up the lobby and doorway:s demanding that Bush order
Martin returned to Murray
immediately. Judge Bush and
Smith retreated to their room
amidst threats that they would
be hung themselves unless the

pnsoner was beckoned immediately. The situation had escalated to the point that the judge
and prosecutor were now being
held hostage, their lives in
jeopardy.
At first. Bush held firm. As
the day wore on, it became a
grim standoff. The restless
and irritated mass of citizens
milled in and around the hotel.
Elderly Judge Bush broke down
physically and a doctor had to
be called.
Finally. in mid-afternoon
Bush relented. He sent word
out to bring Martin back to
Murray. The doleful message
caught up with Sheriff Patterson just as he was about to
board the train with his prisoner in Princeton. for the last
leg of his trip. Anxious no
doubt with the tum of events.
Patterson headed back to Murray with Martin.
Fate was kind to all that
day how:ever. By the time he
reached Paducah in late afternoon the last train for Murray
that day had already departed.
He'd have to lodge his prisoner in the local jail, and
resume his journey early. the
next morning.
So. as darkness fell on that
winter night of January 10,
1917, Lube Martin was tucked
away securely in a Paducah
jail. But Judge Bush and Denny
Smith continued to be held
hostage a! the Murray House
Hotel in Murray.
The mob awaited Manin's
return the next morning.
Governor A.O.Stanley heard
of the dire developments at the
Seelbach Hotel in Louisville

where he
was meetwith
ing
key members of the
legislature
preparing
for a special session of the
General
Assembly
on
tax
By Supreme
reform. He
a
h
d Court Justice Bill
received
Cunningham
an anonymous call
infortning him of the situation.
but was not convinced until it
was confirmed by a telegraph
from Circuit Judge W.M. Reed
in Paducah. Incredibly: Stanley had even managed to get
through to Judge Bush by
phone.
The 49-year-old Governor
cast all thoughts of tax reform
aside and focused on the crisis in Murray. He had no
militia. It was down on the Mexican border chasing Pancha
Villa. So Stanley' decided that
he would go to Murray alone
that very night.
But he had get there quick.
Fate was kind again that day.
Down in the elegant ballroom
of the Seelbach the Transportation Club of Louis% ille
was having its annual banquet.
Railroad moguls were everywhere. They came to the beleaguered Governor's aid. A special train was put together at
the local Union Station. The
rails were cleared for a special express all the way to

Benchmarks

Murray.
At midnight, Governor Stanley and three gallant members
of his entourage boarded the
train and headed out through
the night for the far reaches
of west Kentucky.
The train arrived at the Littletown train station in Paducah just before dawn, and just
before Will Patterson was
prepaiing to take his prisoner
to Murray..
As the engines were being
switched for the last leg of
their trip, the Governor ordered
Patterson back to Hopkinsville
with his prisoner and took
Deputy Felix Bailey with him
to Murray.
A crowd of over 300 people were awaiting the Governor when he arrived at the
depot in Murray. Most were
friendly', glad to see the state's
chief executive come to hopefully' bail their community out
of a potentially disastrous and
highly embarrassing predicament.
But as Stanley made his
way up the hill to the hotel.
he began to run into the edges
of the lynch mob andthe waters
turned muddy.
"Who's that guy"? One ot
the crowd questioned. When
told he was looking at the governor of Kentucky. the man
coldly replied."He doesn't look
any bigger than the judge to
me."
‘A'ith some difficulty, Governor Stanley: was able to shoulder himself through the gathering and int() the hotel, and
up to the room of Bush and
Smith.
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Kentucky Lake 5K
race to be held

Datebook
Sano Teague.
Community
editor

Kentucky Lake 5K Race will be held at
Kenlake State Resort Park on (kt. 2 at 9 a.m.
with packets available 7-8:45 a.m. behind the
Fennis Center. This is a challenging course of
rolling hills and slopes on beautiful Kentucky
I.ake. Entry fee is $15 pre-registration or 520
day of race. For entry forms visit www.horsesinc.org, click on Events and more info on
51S, or call (2701 205-1441. All proceeds benefit H.O.R.S.E.S., Inc. Therapeutic Riding
Center for individuals with special physical.
mental or emotional needs.

Alzheimer's fundraiser to be held
Britthaven of Benton will hold an Alzheimer's fundraiser on
Tuesday. Sept. 28. at Tumbleweed Southwest Grill in Murray. Bring
coupon and 10 percent of bill will go to Purchase Area Alzheimer s
Association.'To obtain coupon, call(270)527-3296 or e-mail btn74adms@britthaven.com
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The Ladies of the Oaks met
on Wednesday, Sept. 22, at 9:30
a.m. for regular golf play.
Melva Hatcher and Carolyn
hostesses,
Greenfield.
announced the winners as follows:
First place: Patsy Woodall.
Judy Hooper and Edwina Bucy:
place: Cynthia
Second
Darnall, Mary Alice Smith anti
Catolyn Greenfield (won on
countback ).
Linda
place:
Third
LaRochelle. Melva Hatcher and
Kiuy Steele.
The next ladies golf play will
be Wednesday. Sept. 29, at 9:30
a.m. with Bronda Parker and
Kitty Steele as hostesses.
Ladies do not have to sign up in
advance for play. Pairings will
he made at the tet.

Veterans assistance available

Ron McClure will be in Mayfield on
lliesday, Sept. 28 and Wednesday. Sept. 29, at the VA Clinic. 1253
Paris Rd.. Mayfield from 9 a.m to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for
state and federal benefits. This is a free service provided by the state
of Kentucky. For information. contact Regional Field Rep. Ron
McClure at (270) 247-2455.

og that Kentucky
1997.
he reforms was creETCS, which has
r9 percent over the
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Ladies of
the Oaks

Photo provided
TEA TIME: Members of the New Concord Homemakers provided a summer "Hiah Tea Party"
for two sister clubs. Sue Williams, president of the club, invites visitors and new members to
meetings on the second Tuesday of each month. For more information call 436-2089,

Ladies of Murray
Country Club

The Woinen Investing Now (WIN) Club will hold its regular
monthly meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 28. at 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. The club is a member of the National
Association of Investors Corporation (NAIC). Women interested in
learning about or joining the club may contact Linda Stockton at
753-6839. Judy Overby at 753-0222 or Donna Holsten at 474°123.

The Ladies of Murray
Country Club played the regular
golf play on Wednesday. Sept.
the
in
No-one
22.
Championship flight played.
The winners were as follows:
First flight: Jennifer Crouse
and Cyndi Cohoon tied for first
Take Back the Night to be held
place low score. Betty Stewan
Take Back the Night and candlelight march will be held Tuesday, was second low score. Ve
Sept. 28. at 7 p.m. at Cutchin Soccer Field.
Severn% had a chip in.
Second flight: First place low
score was Vicki Baker and
CPR recertification class to be held
The American Red Cross of Calloway County will hold a CPR Susan Johnson was second
for the Professional Rescuer Recertification Class on Saturday. Oct. place.
Nine holes: Eight players
2, from 8-11:30 a.m. To register, contact office@callowaycoredenjoyed nine holes. First place
cross.org or call 751-1421 by Tuesday, Sept. 28.
with low score was Cheryl
Pittman. She also scored a
TOPS meeting 'Iliesday
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will birdie with a chip in. Rainey
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are Apperson was second place low:
score and Pat Miller scored third
welcome. For information, call Sheila at 227-1723.
place.
The ladies will hold regular
Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday
Wednesday. Sept. 29
Parkinson's Suppon Group will meet Tuesday at noon at the play on
Stanley as hostess.
Weaks Community Center. Persons coming fol. lunch should arrive with Ann
wish to play: may
who
Those
I.
753-6(Xf
Hopkins.
Dixie
call
information.
by 11:30 a.m. For
show. up at 9:30 a.m. and be
paired at the tee.

FRYSC council to meet

The Family Resource Youth Service Center (FRYSC) Advisory
Council will meet Wednesday, Sept. 29, at 12:30 p.m. in the west
conference room of the Murray Board of Education.

Murray AA lists its present schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 South
12th St.. in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Branch
Bank. The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday. 8 p m.. closed,
smoking, 12xI2 study: Monday. noon, open. no smoking, 8 p.m.
open. smoking; Tuesday. 8 p.m. closed. no smoking: Wednesday, 11
a.m. closed. no smoking.6 p.m., closed. ladies meeting, smoking,8
open. smoking; Thursday., 8 p.m. closed, smoking. big book
p
meeting; Friday, 12 not.m. open. no smoking, lunchtime meeting. 8
p.m. open. smoking. Newcomers; Saturday, 10 a.m., open, nosmoking. 8 p.m. open, no-smoking, speaker meeting: last Saturday
in the month at 8 p.m. "Eat-n-Meet" potluck. Closed meetings are
for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an AA
meeting. For information, call Mitch at 753-9320. Chuck at 4362552 or Dixie at 873-8172.

Photo provided
REUNION HELD: Almo High School Class of 1960, met at Sirloin Stockade on Sept. 4, in celebration of its 50-year reunion. Pictured seated frorn left are school secretary, Lorene Falwell.
Judy Elkins Overbey, Janette Tabers Walker, Linda Mornson Prescott and Sue Turner Vance.
Back row, standing from left are James Miller. Jerry "Red" Overbey, Jerry Don Butler, Ronnie
Jackson, Thomas Lamb, Dickie Garland, Bobby Joe Nanny, Larry Bynurn, Douglas Tucker.
teacher. and Bill Miller. princial and basketball coach. Many memories were shared and a
moment of silence for deceased classmates Carolyn Andrus Boggess, Max Dowdy, Roy
Edwards. Billy Gilliam, Mary Kathryn Hill Reigle, Charles Hoke, LeRoy Lamb and Harold
Turner.

drives in October
American Red Cross to have blood
Red Cross urges area Thursday, Oct. 28. from 12:30Special to the Ledger
It's tootball season, schools
are back in session and temperatures are cooler - signs that the
long hot summer is behind us.

But one thing that doesn't
change with the seasons is the
need for blood.
Every two seconds someone
in the U.S. needs blood. The

kenlake Ladies Golf
The Kenlake State Park Ladies Golf League met at 8:30 a.m on
Wednesday, Sept. 22. to play the weekly golf league play. Eleven
ladies were present.
The winners were Gloria Thies, Daisy Durham. Kay Norman
and Evelyn Blivin. Ina Horton won closest to the pin on hole #8.
Other ladies playing were Kathy Bennett, Freda Elkins, Judy
Skinner. Rhonda Phumprey. Brenda Land and Joanne Welsch.
All interested lady golfers are invited to play with the league on
Vvednesday, Sept. 29. at 8:30 a.m. at the park.

HEARING AID SALE!

(94:r

,_.
44(1l2.Dar.

LET THE PROFESSIONALS AT STONE-LANG SAVE 'YOU MONEY ON A NEW HEARING AID!

HAPPENINGS

Custom Fitted
Digital In the Ear

by Annita Peeler

This week our activities have
centered around the state of
Tennessee. We studied important people from Tennessee
and then later had a quiz. (It's
been quite a while since we
had taken a test!) On Thursday
e played "Bible Cake". We
hooked up Flible verses with
ingredients to a cake in them.
Afterwards we baked a delitions cake and of course
enjoyed eating it.
Viva Ellis at the young age
of 98 went on her first ever
helicopter ride last week. She
also went for a ride in her
1930
r-andson-in-law's
restored Chevrolet car. It just
goes to prove you are never
too old to experience something new and daring!
We had a great time play•ing
Voiii this week with some
Murray State students. It is just
more fun playing with those
12,x,d looking young men!
We are looking fonvard to
cooler fall weather and more
day tnps. We can't wait to see
here Jenise and Mitzi take us
neNt'
_Nothing else looks or feels
like home hut we come close
tterback Rd • Murray. ky
Phone 12-01 -Y4 s'Al • 1-KA(4-231-5014

10
0

American
residents to use the change of
seasons as a reminder to give the
"gift of life."
Blood is often needed for
traumas, heart surgeries, jointreplacement surgeries. organ
transplants, premature babies,
leukemia and cancer treatments
and much more.
Locally, a blood drive will be
held on Tuesday, Oct. 12, from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Walmart in
Murray on U.S. Hwy. 641.
Another drive is scheduled for

5:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church.
All presenting blood donors
receive a free "Red Cross
Racing'. camo hat while supplies last.
Blood donation appointments
may now be scheduled online at
www.redcrossblood.org or by
calling 1 -800-RED CROSS.
Donors may subscribe to Red
Cross texting by sending "redcross" to 42227 or registering at
www.redcrossblood.org.

Nigiwil,da fccaintn‘m
erce

Try It

RcT si

'795

Sale Price

Where Big Deals are a Big Deal

4,&I
4
Custom Digital
Completely in the Canal
Reg N2 9IN)

$ign up today at:
TryltLocal.com/Murray

'1,595

Sale Price

Open Fit
Behind the Ear
Reg $2,518)

FREE NEARING TEST

40-90% ott
to local businesses like:

Sale Price *1,595

With This Coupon
Offer Expires on September 30, 2010

LIMITED TIME OFFER

VINTACE ROSE EMPORIUM

CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANGTIONCO.

EfeirveJ0-4

HEARING REHABILITA

2620 Broadway
Paducah. KY
270-442-3561

270 Commercial Ave.
210 South 12th
Fulton, KY
Murray, KY
1-800-949-5728
270-753-8055
Visit our Web Site at: www.stonelang.com

913 South Main
Marion, KY
1-830-949-5728
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Legal
Notice

Help Wanted

I

VISA
flocel,d

F1elp Wanted

Mattress Sale
Close Outs

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY1

Overstocks
NOTICE: Adan, Nt. it Ira- vacated OUT rental
property last mint , on N1rVue Farms and has r
picked up all af his property I am hereby
notice that if it is not picked up within 30 days. it
will become the pniperty of MvVue Farms and Kold
repatry needed to the property 0123/10
010
Legal
Notice
Keith Sanchez, at 35
Dupree Dr, New
Concord Ky 42076.
possess a 1993 Toyota
Camry registered to
Harold Bussell & otherwise unencumbered I
intend to obtain Title
unless owner or a lien
holder objects in writing
within 14 days of this
publication
020
Notice

THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
GET

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad tor any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
I"( 111lKIN
•

Pticil

111X111
I .1110,A
1.1..1I1011 .1,aim.as
ill .ties
I'isitqlk

Ginetes
"5.1-0.1.Y2 • 393-034N
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur_
Readers using this
information do so al
their own risk Although
persons and compahies mentioned herein
are believed to be peputabie, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
;

050
Lost and Friend
JUST give us a call.
well be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

ACCOMPANIST want
ed Piano skills neces
sary. organ skills a
plus
Wednesda
nights and Sunday
Firs,
mornings
Presbyterian Church
Pans. TN 731-642
2962
LOCAL CPA firm
seeking an P v
enced
bo, ,
Only applican:_
or more years of experience should apply
This is a fuN time posiwith
benefits
tion
including health insurance and participation
in a company retireplan
ment
Compensation will be
based upon experience Mail resumes to
Box *187. 632 North
12th Street. Murray. KY
42071

DISCI,AIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on out classifieds
uebpage at
mut( ledger com.
ou uill he redirected
to lobnevuork com
Ftv detault.
!Antra!, and local iob
listings will appear on
this uebsite
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the lohnetuork com
are plaved through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you ha\c any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you
DRIVER position
Well established company is taking applications for the Hardin
area Applicants must
be dependable. hard
working and relate well
customers
with
Seeking driver for local
delivenes with a class
A COL. Excellent bene
send
Please
fits.
resumes to P.O. Box
14. Hardin. KY 42048

/4117e7.7,

dr 1

Factory Seconds

Britthaven of Benton is currently acceptin4
applications for the following position
RN afternoon shift Monday - Friday
We offer competitive wages and an excel
lent benefit package. Must be Ircensed
the State of Kentucl•y
Apply in person at BrItthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street HWy 641 S Benton. KY
42025 E0E/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

dryer
&
WASHER
jstackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lets. Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546
Appliances

Exciting opportunity in Paris Tennessee suburban area working as ADMINISTRATOR of a 9
member family practice group. Successful candidate will have a degree in Business
Management or Accounting with M3A or CPA_
along with 5 to 7 years expenence in healthcare including Medical Office Management.
Member MGMA.
A wide degree of creativity and latitude is
expected
E-mail resumes to practice consultant at
goodcase@bellsouth.net or call 615.482.3610

Lou V. McGary

13(.31

- PREPLANNING
INillot4shhe
Pa-Arrangement Spe lah.r

Does Ibur Policy Pa) 100g of
the Deductihles?

Avoid inflationary co,t

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan
Irrevocable rYledicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1.024 on Part A, 8135 on
Part B. Call me for more information

- 3-24 i
270-75

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY cuEns
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Ier,1, Nadi,Kan', Ntat's

Fron

-]

LARGE
SELECTION
Bntthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky
Apply'in person at Bntlhaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0EAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

INSURANCE

270-767-1900
702 N. 12th St
Murray

USED APPLIANCES
INARD-ELKINIS

CAMP SEPTIC'CI,EANINC:
OF MURRAY, KY -

-

RESIDENTIAL Itt COMMERCIAL

605 E South 12th St

7,5 3-79.224

(270) 753-1713

-

PLEASE LEAVE MESSACit
am Equipment
JOHN Deere 4640
air.
cab.
ractor.
2
duals.
20.8x38
remotes. $15.900 73'446-3311
220
Aisles!

KELLEY'S
MUSEC
LESSONS
Guitar, Piano,
Drums & more
Learn Any Scala
U Want111
Play By Earffl

kit*. MCCLITRE:OWNER
•

SINCE.1993

THANKS FOR YOUR,BUSINESS

Massage

On H
Propi

Modernized Medicare
Supplement- Plan N
Limited Underwriting
and Low Premium.
(A) Rated Company
Call For Details.
RON SALLIN
(Local Agent)
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533

ilierapy

RI

Call Ashley Morris pr
Carrie Stephenson
-1916
• 7S3and place your ad today!
- 00 a week
2x2 $12.
2x1 $6.00 a iveekcontract
Rttr on \londav

Pa tty Reyes,
LIAT, ITC•7-4.4, 11147"71

Specializing in therapeutic pain
refief as wed as on -site chair massage

Seirtentier Sieciar *‘`
min s:i0 • 60 min $45 • min s70
Nton-Sar 9:oo arn -7:oo.prn
931-241-0149
"Murray, WI

rams°
MIN
•Ins,cfe

•Sec
•Si
*NA
•We

(270)978-1961
HOME-COOKING
seeking
Restaurant
expenenced, reliable.
fast pace workers.
grill
dishwashers,
waiters.
cooks. and
Send
Day-Shift
resumes or name and
number to P.O. Box
1040-E
JOIN the Jasmine's
Family, Now hiring Day
& Night shift servers.
and bartenders for
Part-time weekends.
Apply in person. 270761 -THAI
MULTI Unit Franchise
Chain looking for
Restaurant Area
Supervisor in Westem
Kentucky and North
Tennessee area
-Excellent Pay
-Excellent Benefits
Blue
Cross
-Blue
Shield
and Dental lrsurance
-Company Vehicle
-3-4 years experience
preferred but not necessary. Send Resume
to: 807 25th Ave E
Tuscaloosa. AL 35404

for
Hiring
NOW
GameStop
Management and parttime help Job Fair on
Wednesday 9129/2010
from 10am-5pm For
management e-mail
resume to
Lor.r1rterrtrw 6 QdrnesIGC,

PECO
ACceptiny

. resumes
All sates careers
& other posttions
. Send to
PO Eiox 363 •
Murray. KY
42071

RESTAURANT
Needed'
Manager
Salary.
Competitive
Vacations.
Paid
Insurance
E-mail resume to
it:Lioyce25 yahoo co

PART-TiME NP or PA
Please mail resume to
1040-F
Box
PO
Murray KY 42071

LOCAL company has
an immediate opening
for a Chemist.
BS/BA
Education
degree in Chemistry
Hours- Swing Shift: 7day operation
Essential Duties and
Responsibilities
Sample preparation in
compliance with laboratory SOPs. performing chemical analysis
using standard techperforming
niques,
data review and calculating data recording
and leporting data and
any unusual test occurrences to the supervisor, performing routine
maintenance of instruments. conforming to
lab OkOC practices.
perform other duties as
required
This firm offers a competitive compensation
and benefit packaae
including health insurance. life insurance.
short and long -term
insurance.
oisability
paid vacations and hol
idays. and 401k
Successfully passing
pre-smployment testing required Post offer
drug screen. physical
and background check
required
This firm is an equal
opportunity employer
and does not discnminate on the basis of
race. religion, color,
sex. age. national onig.n. disability
Send resumes to
Human Resources
R T Vanderbilt
Company Inc
396 Pella VVay
Murray. KY 42071

e

tc & Childcare

Childcare Openings
270-873-2029
RETIRED MILITARY
SEEKING
SPOUSE
HOUSES OFFICES
TO CLEAN 270-2274502

120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
RepairsUpgrades
759.3556

•'OWNER Finance**
3BR 2BA. nice country
setting on 9.- acres.
$4.950 down $695imo
Hardin. 615-397-3171
2BR & Lot, $12 900
270-753-6012

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refngerator, electric & gas
heater. storm windows.
753-4109
Seeking Kubota L175
270-227-9043
WANT TO BUY Good
used moped scooter
Call 270-873-7949
150
Artcles
FOI Sale

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Heart of Hazel
Trend-Nand
Treasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 270753-4161
JUST IN TIME FOR
FALL GOLF! 2004
Battery
EZGO
Powered Golf Cart UK
$2,000
Blue
Interested? Call 27°227-0047
Buying & Selling
.
old U S Corr,
t
C
Si.,€ r
CU, er
dollars halves
quarters. dimes
gold coins proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293 6999
DIRT
DADDY'S

AA TOP SOIL
Best thp c „r-t, ha.
Terreit

753-9075
(270)227-2193

Hilldale Apartments
now taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom
No credit check. Criminal check, 3 year
residency required, Zero drug policy

Call (270)437-4113
NICE 2 bedroom. nO
pets. 753-91366

1 OR 2br apts nea
,
Mara)
downtown
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109
I BR, price reduced.
locations.
various
RE 753Coleman
9898
23R 1BA Duplex.
CHVAC, all appliances. trash. quiet
safe neighborhood
$47Simo, 1 month
security. no pets
(270)519-4831
2BR duplex. No pets.
753-0259
2BR. IBA. water &
included.
trash
270-719$425/rno.
1654.
2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
furnished
water
$600/month, no pets
753-2225 or 759- 1509after 5:00.
4BR. Chl/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898

cl

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 moles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newty
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D.
stove
refrigerator.
Very quiet. AI: utilities
paid including electnc
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

1st Full Mo Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex DON II.

Apartments
1505 Diuguld On c
I BR & 2BR Apt.
270-753-8556
111111-800-54.5-1833
Ext. 283 6
.
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the eiectric bill,
water, trash. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer Oniy $550/mo
You won't find a nicer
Or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

Tuesday & Friday 9-4
Wed. 12-8• TDD 711

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus. C'HiA. W&D.
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
NICE 2BR, duplex with
carport. No pets. 270227-7414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportumty
TOD #1-800-648-6056

Houses For Rent
1 & 4BR Houses
Deposi
&
Lease
270-753
Required
4109
1BR 1604 Miller $250
1BR 1606 miller $350
Large 3BR. ft rnished,
1606
utilities paid
Miller 5900
270-519-2699
3BR. carport fenced
storage
backyard,
shade. paho no pets
270-293$685,mo
6070

House/Duplex in
Murray For Rent $375
month plus utilities. No
Pets.
Call 270-978-7382
1 BA
2BR.
NICE
C/KA, 3 acres. private
setting. 3 mi. from
Murray. $500/mo. Pets
OK. 227-0430.
For
WATERFRONT
Rent. 3BR. 2BA, with
sun-room 2300saft. 3
aces overlooking KY
Lake More info go to
enve, harnlinlakeretreat corr
or 436-5091 Leave
message

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell i2701 293-4183
9arn -4pm M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
LIMITED Use
Shop/Storage_ 19'x49.
block building, electric
only. clean and dry
intenor. Downtown
Murray $250/month
Call 270-753-4059

2 bay
office
Maple

308
1.000s
Tree I
1st $7
9212

753-2905

Hoi

3ornr4onara to
.41or. your ulur

HAPI
Tuesd
This
more
unlest
at Nei

We Offer:
*All Size Units
• 24f7 Surveillance

• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

your I
right-.
minin
lowin

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853
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LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery

Local Mail
maN ,

I 3 mo.
3 mo.
g)i00 6 mo.
345
:
$$5$10
1 yr.

I 6 mo.
I 1 yr.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Rest of KY/TN

('heck

$110.00 1

411 Other Mail
Subscriptions
1 mu.
$75.00

$70-50
$00.00 6 MI.

3 mo..6 mo..-1

535.00
$63.00

I yr.
Money Order

rnigh'
might

$96.00

S145.00
Visa

MX

e
e
e

I St Address
I ,.
it \
Zip

I State

JAI RFNTALS
‘11\ I-S-MRAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
121 s & dendaie
.irner
10X10 $2-5 1 0115 540
(270i 436-2524
1270i 291-6906

Dairtime Ph
!vial' this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger & Time%
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or cal (2701 753-1916
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REAL ESTATE AUCTION.

Serums Offend

Saturday, October 9th 2010 @ 10:00 AM
1144 & 1164 Highland Rd. Murray, KY 42071
From murrar KY - -- -
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TRACT I

Ri. 10
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-lion.12 p.m.
-fied.10 a.m.
-Thu. 10 &M.
-Thurlipm

ADAMS Home
improvement
AddoliOnS, Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding.
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617

4,000 SO. FT.
4 BEDROOM 3 BATH
...,
.
BRICK HOME,
. Antrim..
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
..,,,,,
TRACT 2
HOME 40'x100'
1
111104
1
SHOP & 38.879
ACRES IN 5 TRACTS
•
%
& COMBINATIONS!
TRACT

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe. and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
976-0404

5yr old. 3BR 2BA. brick home FSBO

.1'R.‘N. I S
AS1'11.‘

Rik Emit TRACTS - Tract i'1144 Highland Reed A Eleauthi Custom Rot • t.ieci Su
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Oakhill
Estates.
Campbell
1 45x175ft. perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or 27°978-0876
460
Homes For Saie

EXCELLENT CALLOWAY COUNTY PROPERTY! MARKETABLE
TIMBER! GREAT DEER & TURKEY HUNTING GROUND!
1.5 ARLES TO KE7ITUCKTY LAKE! HIKING & BIKING TRAIL!
.
.
VISIT HARRISALICTIONS COM FOR ADDITIONAL PHOTOS!
77G-7C3-2411

eral Home

KY 42071

.

ABSOLUTE REAL. ESTATE AUCTION

3BR. IBA, with large
shop North of Murray
753-0531.
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision
Floors.
Hardwood
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
phan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing 270753-2905.

Saturday, October 9th 2010 @ 10:00 AM
Ledbetter Rd., Murray, Kentucky 42071
From Murray, Kr rake AY-94 East 11.1 Miles To Highland Rd Turn Right
i'N H.uhiaiki Road And Continue 1 6 Miles To Ledbetter Rd Proceed To
Propeily Signs Posted!!
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46.707 ACRES IN 2 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS!.
REAL ESTATE TRACTS - Tract 6* 5 ?..1 1 Acres Tract 7* 41 369 Acres
Real Estate Sells A110:00 AM.
Auction Held At 1144 Highland Rd. Murray, KY 42071
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"POW Professional Ilochoneers"
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ci today!
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eek- tract
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. 170-247-3253 • .2-71i.i7S-.800 • 800-380-4318
Flak
Commerical Prop.For Rs_dit
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

.New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield E.states.

Reel Estate

RETAIL Store in Hazel
+
SF
5000
$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

flaN

edger ge 111,171,.

Hnu•ini,

BG Real Prope

Professionals
293-7872
Meg:

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

2 bay shop with drain
office and bathroom
Maple St $375/mo
12th.
North
308
1.000sqft Now Cherry
Tree Available October
1st $750 mo 270-7539212

Jack
Yorkie-Poo
Russell puppy. Male,
4/mo, has all shots.
house broken. $75,
270-873-8048

2004 Honda Rancher.
$2,200 270-293-0079
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HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

1

We Finance
oonanomotoisales com

d

tom aken err /0

We Offer:
Size Units
g Surveillance
r Electricity
li mate Control

EACH
IRAGE
• 753-3853

football

TIMES

r
,

Local Mail
,i.„,
no
S35 00
no.
S63.00
S110.00
All Other Mail
Subscription.s
no.
575.00
no.
S%.00
$145.00
Visa

NV(

711,

ti payment io
& Times
040
42071
53-1916

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding fire
wood Insured 48c+

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

• 11.X. Ji

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

From Drywall &
Painting to Etaffircioms t&
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do'It All,
Nq Job To Small,
.270-4173-9916
of irtstt our websde
kentuckylake
remodefing.cOm

FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
. Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee

(Yr. Marble

. 753-8087
t. • 2, 4).1'
rhSpialy HOU!

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs, Repairs
Home Auto.
Plumbing. Carpentn,.
Light Electrical,
,Yards. &
Much More
NQ „la TOO Small
Jacob
270-978-0278

Houses. Patios &
Decks 'Sidewalks &
Driveways. Vipyl
Fences & Siding'

753-1816 727-061
1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Additions, remodeling. sagging rotten
floors, decks, home &
mobile home repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-2353
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 675.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1416

753-9562

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

•Cororneraal &
Residential
•Asphalt Installation
& Maintenance
40 yrs expertence

(270)759-0501
FREE kittens to good
homes. All five of the
Kittens are males
These kittens have
etiari through a-lot and
were taken in as strays
when they were around
The
5 weeks old
momma cat has been
placed in a loving
home. but the kittens
They
need homes
vet
been
have
checked, but they have
not received their first
shots. They have been
treated for worms. eye
ick. and fleas. The kit.
tens are 7-8 weeks old.
weaned, & litter bOx
trained. They are all
very cute & playful. If
you are interested or
have any questions
please feel free to call
Michelle 0 270-2937107 or
Charlotte 0 270-2270999. If no answer
please call leave a
message 33

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated '
• Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins270-703-1021
27a-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

HOMETOWN .
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reltabie .
AnDePendable
Free'
Estimates
Free

Stump Rernovii

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs exp. 2938814
LAWN Care Service.
rates,
Reasonable
starting at $15. 270753-2405
MI Garage Doors
repair,
Installation.
maintenance on doors
and operators 270293-2357

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

ROOFING Licensed
insured
fully
and
Home
Adam's
Improvement
270-227-2617
Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Servoce.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area.
519-8570
THE Murray Ledger &
Times consiaers
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Atthough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activrties

Check us
out on th
Web!

3 CRETE, LLC
Concrete Repair
No icird too smart
270-293-7971
wvniv.3cmisec.corn
YEARRY'S
Free
Service
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based On a 9,4'9 grid writ
several given numbers The obtect ts lo place the numbers I to 9
in the empty squares so that each row each column and eacn
3x3 box contams the sarne number only once Tn. alaficulty teece
of tee Conceptis Sudoku nCreases from Monday to Sutday

pa,Green

6
9
7
4
5
1 3
2
1
8
5 6 9
3
1 8 7
9
4
7
918
1
2
5
3
4
2 1
9 8

Answer to previous puzzle
1 8 3 9

6
2
7
4
3
8
5
9

9
5
6
2
1
3
4
7

7
4
9
8
5
6
2
1

8
6
3
7
2
5
1
4

2
4
1
8
5
6
7
9
3

7
5
3
I
9
4
2
8
6

6
2
8
4
1
7
9
3
5

5
1
7
2
3
9
4
6
8

4
3
9
5
6
8
1
7
2
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by Jacqueline Mbar

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Tuesday. Sept. 28, 2010:

- Appliance
Repair
ALL WANDS
Ward Elkins
270-75371713

MI CHELL
BFIOS.
PAVING

Hamilton(iranite

Call Today For A
Free Estimate'
270-562-2228

436-5141 A-AFFOF1DABLE Hawing. Clean
out garages. gutters.
iunk & tree work.

270-753-4461

ri gen, nfill?

2003 GMC extended
cab. white. 84.000
miles, 2WD. no ace'.
dents. $11,900 293
6430

Since 1986
24 Noun senvicc
Res.. Com . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All job, - big or small

470
Motorcycles I ATY's

puppies.
Shih-Tzu
CKC,
AKC,
$300rnalertemale.
270-251-0310
$350
evenings

2005 Comfy LE. black
58.000 actual miles
Vowner, new Michelin
tires $10.500. 270
293-0226

Hill Electric

Pets SuFalies

Cnmmencal Prop For Rent

10 X 20
.tctricity
'lance
th St.
iness Center

Large 2900sqft. 3-48R.
Hazel.
1.5BA.
or
Commercial
Restdential use Open
floor plan with 10 ceilings. ornate interior
270-293-8431

270-293-5624

3301 St. Rt 121N.

',Li t
Money,KY 42071

PICK UP

270-753,2279
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Real Estate Offered At 10:00 AM. Auction Heel A11144 Highland Rd
- -•,. of Sal, •
REAL ESTATE TERM& 'ri -

FREE

for

This year. tap into your mind
more often than your feelings.
unless you have been successful
at blending both. Your first idea,
your knee-jerk reaction, will be
right-on most of the time. Don't
minimize the importance of following through. If you are
attached. your partner seems to
be transforming right in front of
you. Don't push or demand
Where you have manipulated
will backfire sooner rather than
later. If you are single. you
intensely want a relationship.
Go for the person who is very.
different front your past choices.
GFIMINI provokes thought.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
Keep your thoughts and
feelings out of the mix with people right now. You are moody.
and what irked you one day
might not even be a blip on your
radar the next.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Bring people together
in a meeting. The power of a
group cannot be denied in succeeding on a project. Though
you need to make several
adjustments to keep the troops
is worth it. Screen
toaether.
your calls; a friend might be very
needy.

***

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** A discussion reveals
your level of commitment to a
key protect. You need to honor
another's needs and the ability
to change and transform What
might have worked originally
might not any longer
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
** Ai You cOuld be awestruck by
what can be completed and handled Finances flutter up and
down. personally or professionally Finally, you see the opening
through which you win be able to
watk and feel good about the
choice
GEMINi(May 21-June 20)
***** Atter feeling so tired
and pressured, you bloom and
resonate with whatever calls
A partner has
your name
attempted to make adjustment
after adjustment Stop and take
a complete. canng and empathetic look at this person

**** Take a stand and move
forward toward a better idea
through a brainstorming session.
No one can have all the ideas all
the time. Your willingness to
encourage other views helps
make friends and associates feel
valued_
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22;
**** Reacn out for more
information. Perhaps you have
given some time and thought to
taking a workshop or expanding
your knowledge in your chosen
field. If you are questioning information, do your own reSearch or

F- EE
e-a

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day %bull Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difticult

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
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PADUCAH LOCAL CHANNELS

NOW AVAILABLE IN

HIGH-DEFINITION!
Wood Electronics
403 Maple St(On the Court Square)

Murray, KY

753-0530
MurrayDISH.com
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find an expert.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your directness MI be
appreciated by those you speak
to. Be aware that several people
in your life might need a touch of
diplomacy. Listen to a totally different viewpoint
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Sometimes you get so
wound up you cannot see past
the immediate If you find yourself in a self-propelled whirlwind,
stop Defer to others Listen to

their ideas. Give up being a force
for at least one day. Meanwhile.
try to center yourself
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Keep focusing. despite the
chaotic activity that surrounds
you. Your attitude finally wears
off on others. Clear out a task
that has felt like a burden. Be
open to a new path. thought or
approach. .
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your mind might be
overactive Cut the judgments

and overthinis,ng Creativity can
flow once you allow the spice to
tum on Sometimes you interfere
with yourself! Note how flirtatious a key person might be. Are
you going to respond?
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could be dragging
from the moment you wake up. If
you can. take some time off and
indulge yourself. Recharging
your batteries is a wise choice
You cannot be effective without
paying a little more attention

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 28. 2010 AT 1:00 P.M
AT CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM SERVICE AGENCY
On Thursday October 28 at 1 -00pm. at Calloway County Farm Service Agency at Me rear entrance to tbe office Murray Kersuc,.
a 33acre farm dcated at the ntersect,on of highway 121 and Cook Store Road wil, be sold lo the hghest arc best bidder
has 24 acres ot cropland that was planted in corn in the spring ot 2010 The property has road frontage
• Store Road and r,,ns adng the West fork of Clark s River
acceptable bid for this property is $32 900 00

LEGAL NOTICE
a' t 0Co-t a:(„a ioway County Farm Service Agency at the rear ent- a
e hereoy given that on Thurscay Ocoee
e 88 Robertson Road. Murray Kentucky in order to raise the sum of $25 033 79 principat plus interest n the
391 36 as of November 10 2008 and interest thereafter on the principal at 8 5°, and 3 0°,, from November 11 2008
• ol Judgment plus interest on the Judgment amount ionnciptil plus interest to the date of Judgmenti at the rate
•
-touted daily and compounded annually. until paid n full and for the costs of thG action. pursuant to Judgment and °roeng Civil Action No. 509Cv-201-R on the Paducah Docket of the tinted States District Court to. tne Western Dist, ct of Kentx• .
',rep on May 27 2010, tne fotiowing described property wit be soid lo the highest and best bidder
acre farm located 12 roles West of Murray at the ntersecten ot highway 121 and Cook Store Roaa. between the Coici Water a r
a communities in Calloway County. Kentucky Being Me same property c,onveyed ttn deed dated November 16 2005 a
• yolecl Deecl Book 620. at Page 464, Calloway County Perk s Cake.
= RMS OF SALE. Tenpercent110%,of the bid price On the form ol a C.4trtrtred Check)made payable to the u S Marshab on the .
oad due And pavab e
OP'
Law wth good ana sufficient bond for the baance Deanne interest at the mie
• '4 Ifi0i days and said bond having the effect of a Judgment Upon a cie•1
tied by Me U S Marshal as a part of the proceeds al the sale ana
mahon by the Court
saie Is intended but s not warranted to oe Oat and forecloswe of am rght otie interest estate claim demand or Num,
PsocrlaseP''0e ecluai'0
---,viol of the derendatits arc of a ' persons cla meg by through i.ocier or a9RioSt'hem Provdeff
. sh
,hirds of the appraised value tl the purchasea rice Ls not equai to two-thirds of the appraised yalue the Dee,
bs
oenod
the
to
oroyideci
durtna
defendants
redeem
lavor of the delendants reflect rig the right of the
,ter law the purchaser is deerneo id tie dri net-re of all marers affecting the praperty of recora n 'he bee L
F•ec Giourh Farm „aa^ Mahader
directec to
nes snou•ci
Farm Seryce Aaeric, FSA.
Mayted timistucky
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Looking Back
len years ago
Published is a picture of Kentucky Go Paul Patton and 1st
District congressional candidate
Bnan Roy as they watch Tippet
Gore. wife of presidential candidate AI Gore, speak to the crowd
ot nearly- 1.200 that gathered in
tront 01 Paducah's City Hall Thursday inciting
Published is a picture of Murray High School's football homecoming candidates. They are Amy
Richerson. Sarah Quetermous.
Aubn Stroud. Annie Hutson arid
Laura Lee HOO‘el.
Pogue Special Collections
Library at Murray State UlliVeislt received an addition to its
CI. War collection with microfilm copies of the "Compiled SerICC Records of Confederate Soldiers Who Served in Organizations From the State of Tennessee.Twenty years ago
More than 500 Calloway County individuals are operating motor
vehicles while possessing suspended or revoked operator licenses
according to Murray Police Chief
Larry Elkins.
Holly Emery v.:is crowned
Queen at the Southem Stars Pageant
held Sept. 22 at Hopkinsville She
received a crown and a three-Evan
trophy. She was also avvarded
trophy for Best Personality.
A new "NC-17" movie rating.
barring children under 17, will he
announced soon by the Monett
Picture Association of Amenca in
response to the controversy over
the "X" rating.
Thirty- years ago
Recently reported births include
a boy. to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Shelton: a girl to 81r. arid Mrs.
Robert Puttoff, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Hudson. and a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Kent Forrester.
Tina Bogard was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls at an installation
ceremony on Sept. 14 at the
Masonic Hall.
The Murray Independent Board

ot Education voted Thursday night
to admit its facilities surY ey to make
educational theatre the first construction prionty
Forty years ago
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr and Mrs. William
Niance.
The Star-Lu Dairy Farm of
Murray. owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles B Stark and family.,
showed the grand champion cow
in the -Tennessee State Fair in
Nashville. Tenn . on Sept. 24.
The Murray High School Tigers
beat Fulton City 12-6 in a football game_
The Rev. Alvin York is the
evangalist at the revival set-% ices
being held at the Blood River
Baptist Church. according to the
church pastor. the Rev. Aubert
Rose.
Fifty years ago
The 50-member Louisville
Orchestra, conducted by Robert
Whitney. will present two concens on Oct. I at Murray' State
College Auditorium.
Senator John Sherman Cooper
spoke Sept. 23 at the Student
Union Building, Murray State College.
Published is a picture of Mayor
Holmes Ellis purchasing the first
bag of light bulbs from Murray
Lions Club President Bob Hendon. Roben Huie. project chairman. and George Ligon in the club's
annual light bulb sale.
Sixty years ago
In football games Murray. High
Tigers beat Morganfield Gorillas
18-0 and Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Tennessee
Tech 6-0.
Recently' reported births include
a boy. to Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Boyd:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Perry; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
W'illis H. Smith: and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Pittman.
C. W. Kemper of Murray State
College spoke on "Landscapingat the meeting of the Utopia Club
held at the office of County. Agent
S.V. Foy.

COMICS/ FEATURES
This year flu shots are
recommended for everyone
DEAR ABM': NOV. IS the time
of year %out readers should get
y accinated against influenza to
protect thi rnselses arid their loved
011eS thrOUghOUI the 2010-11 Ilu
season
This y ear. 0111 nation has a
new and very simple recommendation to keep our population sate:
EY eryone 6
months Of age
older
and
get
should
vaccinated!
Doing it now.
will protect
you throughout the entire
season.
tlu
which can run
the
into
spring
months.
.r h c
By Abigail
ntluenza v acVan Buren
cine is safe - y ou cannot get influenza from
at. In addition to getting vaccinations in doctors' offices, people
can receive them in pharmacies.
supermarkets. senior centers and
schools. Parents should be av.are
that children younger than 9 years
old may need two doses.
Although prevention actions
like washing your hands and covering your cough help to prevent
transmission ot the flu virus. the
BEST vvay to avoid spreading it
to others is to be vaccinated every
year. -- DEBORAH L. A'EXLER.
M.D.. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
ACTION
IMMUNIZATION
COALITION
DEAR DR. WEXLER: I'm
pleased to know that this year's
flu vaccine is available early. and
that there is enough for everyone.
Readers. because influenza is
contagious one to two days before
symptoms appear. it can be spread
to others before we even know
we're infected. That's why it's
important that everyone be vaccinated not only for our own protection. but also for the protection of family. friends and others

Dear Abby

in the community who are vulnerable lo the serious and sometimes deadly. complications of
influenza The good news is. this
year there as no need for a separate HIN I shot because HINI
protection is included an this year's
vaccine
For more infomation. contact
your health care provider. visit
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC') website at
w w.cdc.gov/flu, or call the CDC
232-4(136
Info Center at
P.S. Dr Wexler tell% me nix
if you miss being vaccinated thi%
fall. you can still get vaccinated
in January or later because flu
season often doesn't peak until
February.. But dear readers, for
my sake. PLEASE do it sooner
rather than later so I won't worry
about you'
DEAR ABBY: I'm pregnant
ith my first child. This will be
my parents' first grandchild and
my fiance's parents' fourth. My
mother lives in another state arid
won't be able to attend the birth,
and my fiance and his father are
not close.
My problem is my future mother-in-law. When she asked to be
present during the binh. I told
her no. She became extremely upset
when she found out my father
will be in the room.
I have nothing against my future
mother-in-law, it's just that she's
a drama queen. and I'm not comfortable sharing such an einotional event with her. Am I wrong
for allowing only. one grandparent and not the other? -- MOMTO-BE IN MESA. ARIZ.
DEAR MOM-TO-BE: The
birth of a first baby., while a
happy event. can also he scary.
challenging and traumatic. ft is
important that you be as relaxed
and comfortable as possible. If
you prefer that only your fiance
and father be present, then that's
how it should be. Any witnesses
should be at the invitation of the
person doing the delivering.

E3.A.13
nOUR SC-14:01,
SELLitvIG 6iFT
LOW Tb

In 1979. Congrcss gave final
approv al to forming the U.S
Department of Education.
In 1985, Hurricane Gloria
brushed the Outer Banks of North
Carolina as a Category 3 storm.
it proceeded to head up the Atlantic
Coast tov..'ard New England.
In 1994. more than 350 Republican congressional candidates
gathered on the steps of the U.S.
Capitol to sign the "Contract with
America," a 10-point platform they
pledged to enact if voters sent a
GOP majority to the House.

foundland: of the more than 400
people on board. only 86 survived.
In 1928, the United States said
it was recognizing the Nationalist Chinese government.
In 1954, "Tonight"' hosted by
Steve Allen. made its network debut
on NBC- TV.
In 1964. the government publicly released the report of the
Warren Commission. which found
that Lee Harvey Oswald had acted
alone in assassinating President
Kennedy'.
John
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Osgood-Schlatter possible
cause of'growing pains'
DEAR DR. GOTT: I wonder
why you didn't mention OsgoodSchlatier disease in !r011f column
about growing pains Our son, who
is now 38. had this condition when
he was 12 and had to have both legs
«ine at a time) put into a cast for
Iv.° months.
DEAR
READER:
Osgood Schlatter
(0S1 causes a
painful lump
the
below
kneecap
the
(where
tendon attaches to the shinbone) in some
children. It
By
results from
Dr Peter Gott growth spurts
dunng puberty arid typically occurs in children
who participate in spons that
involve jumping. running and swift
changes in direction.
OS was more conunon in boys in
the past. but as more girls become
active in sports, this gap is narrowing. It affects about one in five adolescent athletes. Because puberty
occurs at different ages between
genders. OS comrnonly affects girls
around age I I or 12 and boys
around age 13 or 14.
Symptoms of OS Include tightness of the muscles iu-ound the
knee. especially- the thigh muscles:
pain. swelling antitor tenderness of
the uppermost portion of the shinbone, just below the kneecap; and
knee pain that worsens with activity and improves with rest.
The cause of OS is repeated
stress. Children have growth plates
at the ends of bones. which are
made of cartilage. These growth
plates are not as strong as bone. and
recurrent stress can cause injury.
When the tendon that holds the
kneecap in place is pulled constantly. it can begin to separate from the
bone. In some cases. the body may

Dr. Gott

try. to bndge the gap by building
more bone, causing a tender lump.
typically
Osgood-Schlatter
improves without treatment and
disappears once the bones ,top
growing In the meantime. if the
swelling and pain become truly
bothersome. over-the-counter antiintliunmatory medications or pain
relie,er, may be used. Rest is also
important to prevcnt further injury
In some cases. this may include
wrapping the knee or discontinuing
or reducing the offending activity
In some instances, physical therapy
or strengthening exercises may be
beneficial.
Home treatments include stretching. ice, rest and even switching to
different activities that don't
involve running or jumping until
symptoms resolve.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother
is 63 and doesn't take anticoagulants or OTC pain relievers but
bruises for no apparent reason. An
area of her body will begin to itch
and then bruise. The bruise follows
the nornial course of color change
and then disappears.
Her eye doctor saw. -floaters" in
her eye and sent her to a specialist
because he thought she had a
detached retina. After testing, it was
discovered her "floaters" were
flecks of blood.
She read in one of your previous
columns that rutin could help with
bruising. Since starting it, her eyes
have improved, but bruises still
appear on her body.. Her physician
does not take her seriously. Do you
have idea or suggestions about
what could be going on?
DEAR READER: Your mother
needs to undergo thorough testing
and examination. Is she on any
over-the-counter medications. supplements or herbals other than the
rutin? Does she have any other
health concerns or conditions. such
as high blood pressure or diabetes?
If her doctor is unwilling to look
into this, it is time to find a new
one.

Hints From Moist,

Today in History
By. The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Sept. 27,
the 270th day of 2010. There are
95 days left in the year.
Today.'s Highlight in History:
On Sept. 27, 1939, Warsaw.
Poland. surrendered after weeks
of resistance to invading forces
from Nazi Germany and the SlIViet Union dunng World Vv'ar II.
On this date!
In 1854, the first great disaster involving an Atlantic Ocean passenger vessel occurred when the
steamship SS Arctic sank off New-
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Dear
I
Heloise:
recently vvent
to
online
check phone
and Internet
SPECIALS
being offered
by my phone company. And sure
enough. it had a new-customer
special that was much lower than
I was paying. Atter a bunch of
phone calls and threatening to leave.
I cut my bill from $90 a month
to $60. I had to mark my calendar, because in two years when
the agreement expires. the company can reset my rates automatically. -- Paul. Aberdeen. N.J.
Paul, this is a money-saving
hint for any service you pay for.
The hint is to check prices and
call. You usually have to be persistent. hut it's worth a try. -Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795.000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
loise.com
E-mail: Heloiset at

by
Heioise

FAST FACTS
Dear Heloise: I save the plastic mesh bags that tomatoes, lemons
and limes are sometimes packaged in:
* Use them to store onions in.
• Use to scrub bugs and bird
droppings off a car's windshield.
• Putting paper towels inside
a bag makes it a disposable scrubbing tool. The towel can hold
some cleaning solution.
• Even use them to clean the
outside of house windows.
-- Linda in Sari Angelo. Texas
CLEAN BOOKS
Dear Heloise: On beach days.
keep new book jackets crisp and
lotion-free by covering them in
plastic wrap or wax paper. - Phil.
via e-mail
MIRROR MESSAGES
Dear Heloise: This is the hest
way- to get messages, reminders.
"have-a-nice-days,' etc., to each
other.
i use a dry-erase marker in the
bathroom! I wnte on the mirror.
It doesn't interfere with using the
mirror, either. if you limit note%
to current information. Use different colors for different people
or to distinguish chores from lists.
Works on lots of other surfaces, too. Every. time I think of
something I don't want to forget,

I write it wherever I am. come
back later. gather the info anti
erase the marker. -- Linda, via email
DIGITAL CAMERA
Dear Heloise: When making my
first log-cabin quilt, I took a picture with my digital camera of
one completed square. Using my
photo program. I copied that square
and "pasted" it many. times. Then
I could manipulate the picture to
see how I wanted to lay out my
quilt. -- Linda in Ohio
F.ASY FIND
Dear Heloise: To easily' find
the %tart of masking, shipping,
duct or any tape that is on a roll.
save and use a tab from a sodapop can at the edge. No foldovers or searching for the start
of the tape. -- Barb. via e-mail
SOUND OFF'
Dear Heloise: Where is it written that toilet-paper dispensers in
stores and other public places have
to be placed so close to the floor?
Sometimes you have to bend over
double and lean forward to get
to the paper. I always make it a
point to thank a store manager when
the toilet-paper dispenser is placed
where it is easier to use. -- Carole M.. San Leon. Texas
(c)2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1
5
10
11
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
33
34
35
37
38
39
40
41

S.1-1FNIC)
MR. KUPLICX, YOUR RESUME
INDICATES THAT YOU WERE AT YOUR
LAST J06 I-ROM 8/22 UNTIL 10;11.

GAR PIEL_I=ME:.

Berets and beanies
Bullfighting needs
Nevada neighbor
Actor's reps
Bike part
Like caterpillars
"Don't test me!"
Anger
Sundeck
Bullfight cry
Sense of self
Call it a day
Surgery reminders
Vigorous
Scots' toppers
Color
Lincoln nickname
Piano's cousin
Distant
Filled with ghosts
Very cold
Small nail
Break away
Cornfort
Spud
Took in

"I'm a border collie," "Then,go!"she
said."But don't
he said "I have to
expect me to
be gone a lot. I
wait for you!"
have to herd sheep."

He knew he'd
never see her
aqain,and he
Knew there was
nothing he
COuld do about
it.

111
11

13

14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
12
16
21
22
23
24
25
27

Be effective
"Once upon -"
Peeling gadget
Wool gatherers
Cot/on cloth
Quartz variety
For each
Grudging
Like clear nights
Like winter weather
Pesters
Hive VIP
Work groups
Nightclub
Uncle Sam s home
Corker
Top-of-page title

16
19

18
21

20
22

23

5

24
27

26
28

29

33

336

35
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DUMP
CABERS
I SEE
IMONIT
GUST
GIGGLY
F I RST
ANGLE
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PODS
OSAGES
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Berate
Wander off
Make fun of
Tacked on
Obtain
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PREP BOYS GOLF:
FIRST REGION
TOURNAMENT
PRE% WIN

62,11&A/

MURRAY STATE 52, TENNESSEE-MART1N 16

A

Racer Sports in Brief

Johnson,
Harris earn
weekly OVC
honors
From MSLI Athletics
After a tonsincing 52-16
victory. over UT Martin. a
pair of Murray State players
were honored by the league
office Sunday as Dontrell
Johnson was named the
OVC Specialist of the Week.
while Mike Harris earned
Newcomer of the Week
accolades.

Volleyball
sweeps
SIU-E in
home
opener
From MSU Athiebcs
The Murray State volleyball team earned a 3-0 125
20. 25-15, 25-15) victory
over SILT Edwardsville in the
Racers' (6-8, 2-1 OVC) first
home match of the 2010
campaign Saturday.% The win
was also the first on the new
floor that was installed ia
Racer Arena over the summer.
MSU was led by senior
Ashley Nenninger who tallied a .423 (13k-2e-26t10 hitting percentage. The Marble
Hill, Mo., native was the
only Racer to gamer 10 or
more kills, as the team spread
out its offensive attack. A
total of eight players recorded at least two kills for MSU
in the match, with seniors
Sara Hayden and Becca
Lamb second on the list with
seven each. Hayden added a
.636 (7k-Oe-I ILO hitting percentage to the mix.
The sharing of duties did
not just occur in the offensive
columns, but in the defensive
ones as well. All but three of
the 12 players that saw action
in the match recorded at least
one dig. Sophomore Lydia
Orl led the team with 10.
Katlyn
while freshman
Hudson added nine and juniors Kayleah Sauer and Jade
Guo each came up with
eight.

Wicker
scores, but
Racers fall

A
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By MSLI Athletics
State
Murray
The
team
soccer
women's
receiv.ed a garnc-tying goal
from Shauna Wicker with 18
minutes to play in regulation.
but gave up the winning strike
with less than four minutes
remaining in a 2-1 Ohio
loss
Conference
Valley
Stmday afternoon against
Morehead State in Morehead.
Ky.
%Vickers strike. her third
of the season and third consecutive goal for the Racer
offense. carne MCI a minute
after Murray State (1-9-2, 02-0 OVC) was left with just
10 players remaining on the
pitch when Ashley Fraser
received her second yellow
card of the match. Wicker
played a ball sitting in front ot
the net after Katie Wilson's
shot attempt vt saved by the
!Morehead State (5-6-0. 2-0-th
keeper.
The Racers were unable to
keep the match tied More the
end of 90 minutes as Sam
Titer:11er scored tor the E..m!les
from the left side of the box
for the game-winning goal.

Racers romp!

Deep,
balanced
Lakers
ready for
title push
SMITH IS
INDIVIDUAL
CONTENDER,
MURRAY A
SLEEPER

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
If Steve Smith could take eight
golfers to postseason events. he'd
pick his Calloway County squad
against any in the state.
As it is, Smith will take his top
five, the same top five that finished I(Xti at the KHSAA State
Tournament a season ago. to
Drake Creek Golf Club in
Ledbetter on Tuesday.. for the First
Region tournament.
Defined by their balance and
depth since the current crop of
Ulcers took over the top tise as
freshmen and eighth-graders four
years ago. Calloway ha.s kicked
those qualities up a level this season thanks to the next generation
— chiefly eighth-grader Connor
Wagner and junior Ryart Butler
— who have come on strong.
shooting scores that have at times
eclipsed their more veteran teammates.
But when it comes to achievmg their postseason goal of winning the school's first First
TOMMY DILLARD I Ledger & Times
Region title of Smith's eight-year
Murray State backup quarterback Casey Brockman shows some emotion atter scoring a touchdown in the first quar- tenure. the Ulcers will look to the
ter of Saturday's 52-16 victory over Tennessee-Martin at Roy Stewart Stadiurn. Brockman had just caught a pass from same names upon which they
have relied for the past several
freshman Marshyl Rothman on a trick play that put the Racers ahead 14-0.
sea.sons.
And with those names now
side-by-side with the ternis "senior" and "junior" on the roster.
is finally' on
experience
Calloway's side.
"This is the same starting lineBy TOMMY DiLLARD
up we've had for the pa.st three or
Up Next
Sports Editor
four regional tournaments. so
Murray State at
Hannibal Beauford fumbled
there's no reason for them to feel
the opening kickoff. TennesseeJacksonville State
like they're not prepared or ners Martin recovered. and that allWhen: 6 p m
tus," says Smith."They just need
Where: PLul Snow Stadium
too familiar feeling crept over
to relax. play. golf. and let the
Ala )
8,(XX)-plus in attendance at Roy (Jacksonville.
chips fall where they may."
Radio: WFGS. 103 7 FM
Stewart Stadium Saturday night.
Records: MSU 1-311-1 OVC1. JSU 4.
If the Lakers play up to capaExcept that nothing was 011-0 OVC)
hility. they will likely be headed
OC1
Last meeting: JSU won 41-7
familiar about Saturday.
to their second consecutive state
10 2009
The number of points the
Series record: JSU leads 6-1
tournament.
the
was
—
52
Racers scored —
Calloway placed second in the
tonight."
did
we
what
most put up by a Murray State ner. That's
regional in 2(X)9, defeating
As well-oiled as Murray
team against a Division I oppoin See GOLF, 10
nent since the 2006 squad hung State's offense looked while putting up 42 first-half points. the
59 on Indiana State.
The amount of fans in the defense appeared equally polstands — 8,107 — was the most ished.
The unit set the tenipo for the
since 2002.
The result — a 52-16 thrash- evening by shutting down UT
ing — was the first time any cur- Martin's running game early and
rent Racer had beaten the border fon:ing the Skyhawks to a threerival Skyhawks after dropping and-out on their first possession
after recovering Beauford's fumlive consecutive contests.
The victory was the first of ble.
TOMMY DILLARD / Leager & firres
Dontrell Johnson swung
the Chris Hatcher era at Murray
Arlester McKinnon puts the
State and legitimized what many momentum completely in thc Murray State defensive end
already thought about this squad Racers' favor when he took thc pressure on Tennessee-Martin quarterback Derek Carr as
— they. were better than their 0- ensuing punt 91 yards to the end he releases this pass during Saturday's game.
3 record indicated after suffering zone. getting a crushing block terback Casey Brockman threw a Skyhassks. rushing attack early-.
losses to an FBS opponent and from Jordan Sklba that left a lateral pass to Marshy! Rothman. forcing Martin to go to the air
Martin player injured on the
two top 25-caliber FCS teams.
who then tossed back to ts.,ce they got down by. two
"It just gets us over that field.
Brockman on the other side of touchdowns.
held
again
once
defense
The
hump." said junior cornerback
The Racers continued the
the field.
Nathan Brinkley, who intercept- the Sky.hawks without a first
Brockman ran in easily from aggressive blitzing strategies
ed two Skyhawk passes on the down, setting up thc offense for 10 yards out.
•See RACERS. 10
night. "That's what we've been its first touchdown of the night. a
Murray State shut down the
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
waiting for. just to turn that cor- flashy trick play in which guarJordan
senior
Murray
Smith follows through on
his tee shot during a recent
match at Murray Country
Smith has a chance
Club.
received, ries. 119 y.ards. one touchdown
•
state
SUCCESSFUL RUNNING GANIE
accounting tor and an average of seven yarcLs per to be an individual
on
regional
the
at
qualifie;
carry.
on
yards
38
YARDS OF OFFENSE
OPENS
"That w.as a big step for me Tuesday.
eight touches
and averaging and the team. really.: said Harris
State went 4-10 and vvas rarely
By TOMMY DILLARD
4.8 yards per in the Racers' postgame press
capable of developing any semSports Editor
Tuesday
carry.. the high- conrerence. "The offensise line
blance of balance in ar: offense
Fourteen games.
Tournament
Region
First
anti
big
really
today
any stepped up
est of
That was where the streak that could not keep defenses
When
Murray State opened up a lot of holes tOr us."
Harris
stood going into Murray State's from keying on the passing game
Where
at
It wasn't just Hams,either. As
back
Iledtener
Saturday. night contest against with an effectise rushing threat.
226
for
ran
State
Murray
tee tomes Ion No 11
team,
Calloway
a
L'onway.
Enter Mike Harris.
Tennessee-Martin.
Mart ?0,
s
Sirrrno,
That performance and a con- yards and got 20-plus yards from
The 5-foot- I I, 200-pound
It had been fourteen games
and more than 23 months since junior from Tulsa. Okla.. played s mcing week in practice more four other sources -- backup
11000)
the last time a Racer posted niore his first game as a Racer a week than doubled his touches quarterback Casey Brocknian
Murray lee tares (on Nn 1): Jared
than 100 yards rushing against a ago at Central Arkansas anti Saturday night. and Harris and backs Dexter Barnett. Ty ler
Henderson k8 271 James Boone
turned in a solid performance in responded.
18 36) Jay Roth (8 54), Bake Graham
Division I opponent.
•See HARRIS. 10
(9 03) Jordan Smeh (9 121
His final slaI line read 17 carDuring that stretch. Murray the limited amount of carries he

DEFENSE DOMINATES; OFFENSE CLICKS EARLY AS
RACERS NOTCH FIRST WIN OF HATCHER ERA

On

Harris gives Racers rare 100-yard game
LIP 400

1
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From Page 9

the first game of the 2009 seathat debuted last week at Central son.
The other headline was the
Arkansas. sacking Martin quarterback Derek Carr three times play of Brockman, who accumuand hurrying him countless oth- lated exactly 100 yards of
offenst: and went a perfect 8-forers.
-The pass rush was big." said 8 through the air while backing
Brinkley. "It gives us (corner- up starter Jeff Ehrbardt.
The sophomore Calloway
backs) confidence that we don't
have to hold our man for that County native received more
long. We know the ball has to playing time than in any of
come out quickly, so we're look- Murray State's first three games
this season and gave the Racers a
ing for it."
Murray held Martin to 291 ground threat at the quarterback
yards of offense while racking position that doesn't exist when
Ehrhardt, nursing an injured
up 443 themselves.
Running back Mike Hiirris knee, is in the game.
"It worked well tonight,"
was one of the big stories of the
night offensively for die Racers, Hatcher said of the two-quartergiving Mun-ay State its first 100- back system. "Jeff practiced just
yard rusher in a game since a little bit this week and Casey
Charlie Jordan carried for 116 earned the right to play more.
against Kentucky Wesleyan in He's throwing the ball well and

pp ware(' 11v

.

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better thgn we can!
211 S.12th St • Murray KY •753-3415

State •uto

Van Haverstock

SCOREBOARD

•

KHSAA Sports Today
Boys Soccer
Saturday
licypionsville 3 Catioway Co
Today
Marshall Co at Murray. 7 p m
Girls Soccer
Saturday
Calloway Cu 1 Paducah Tilghman 1
Central Hardin 2 Murray
Volleyball
Friday
Lone Oak 2, Calloway Co 0(25-10 2510)
Madoonville-Nogh Hopkins 2 Calloway
Co 0(25-10 25-21)
Saturday
Graves Co 2. Calloway Co 0(25-16.
25-22)
Fort Campbell 2. Calloway Co 1 (2522 19-25. 19-17)
Henderson Co 2. Calloway Co 1 (1725. 25-15. 15-9)
OVC Football
Saturday
Wisconsin 70. Austin Peay 3
Jacksonville St 28, Eastern Ilhnois 23
Tennessee St 29. Floods A&M 18
Southeast Missouri St 23. Tennessee
Tech 21
Murray St 52 Tennessee-Martin 16
State Football
Saturday
Flonda 48, Kentut-K v 11
South Fionda 24 Western Kentucky 12
National Football League
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
1 0 667
2
N Y Jets
1 0 667
2
Miami
1 0 667
2
New England
Buffalo
0 3 0 00C
South
L T Pct
W
1 0 667
2
Houston
1 0 667
2
Indianaoolis
0 667
1
2
Tennessee
1
2 0 333
Jacksonville
North
L T Pet
W
3 0 0 1 COO
Pittsburgh

2
2
0
West

Cincronati
Baltimore
Cleveland

1
1
3

O
O
O

667
667
000

L T Pct
3 O 0 1 000
1
2 0 333
2 0 333
1
Den Vel
1
2 0 333
Oakland
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
2 1 0 667
Philadelphia
2 0 333
1
VVashington
2 0 333
1
Dallas
1
2 0 333
N Y Giants
South
L T Pct
W
1 0 667
2
Atlanta
2 1 0 667
New OrteanS
2 1 0 667
Tampa Bay
0 3 0 000
Carolina
North
L T Pet
W
2 0 0 1 000
Chicago
2 0 0 1 000
Green Bay
2 0 333
1
Minnesota
0 3 0 .000
Detroit
West
W
L T Pct
1 0 667
2
Seattle
1 0 667
2
&Ozone
I
2 0 333
St Louis
0 3 0 000
San FranciSco
Sunday's Games
Dallas 27. Houston 13
New England 38. Buffalo 30
Balbmore 24, Cleveiand 17
Atlanta 27. New Orleans 24, OT
Tennessee 29. N Y Giants 10
Cincinnati 20. Carolina 7
Kansas City 31 San Francisco 10
Pittsburgh 38. Tampa Bay 13
Minnesota 24 Detroit 10
St Louis 30. Washington 16
Philadelphia 28 Jacksonville 3
Seattle 27 San Diego 20
Anzona 24, Oakland 23
Inclianapol!s 27, Denver 13
N.Y. Jets 31, Miami 23
Monday's Game
Green Bay et Chicago 7 30 p m
KanSas C;ty
Sa- Diego

managing the game well. He
won't beat you throwing it 50
times per game, but when we can
mix the play action and keep
defenses on their toes, it works
well."
Ehrhardt went 16-for-28
through the air for 158 and two
touchdowns and neither quarterback threw. an interception.
Preselison All-OVC wide
receiver Marcus Harris retumed
to the lineup after missing two
games and was the Racers' leading receiver yardage-wise. catching three passes for 52 yards.
The only disappointments for
Murray State Saturday came in
the kicking and punting game.
Kienan Cullen, a preseason
All-Ohio Valley Conference
selection, went I-for-3 on field
goal attempts and had two punts

•Harris
From Page 9
Lavea and Duane Brady.
The fact that multiple Racers
enjoyed solid nights running the
ball led Hatcher to pour most of
the credit on the offensive line,
which has shouldered quite a bit
of the blame for the Racers'
inability to run the ball over the
past year-and-a-half.
"Mike did a tremendous job of
running. and you talk about him,
but our offensive line did a really
good job," he said. "(Offensive
coordinator) Buster Faulkner did
a great job of mixing misdirecbons and motions and things of
that nature.
"We ran at (Martin linebacker
and All-American candidate)
Josh Bey some. and we ran away
from him some. We kept him
kind of neutralized all night. ...
But having Mike back there full
speed adds a dimension to our
game."

But who is this Mike Harris?
Who is this guy who carried for
100-plus yards in his first game
on the turf at Roy Stewart
Stadium?
Harris was named Player of
the Year by several Tulsa media
outlets after carrying for 2.000plus yards in his senior season at
Booker T. Washington High
School.
He signed with Arkansas out
of high school, but ended up at
first-year football program
At-kansas Baptist due to academic reasons. He played there for a
season and was featured in the
Associated Press' weeldy Small
College Spotlight.
He then played the 2C09 season at independence Conununity
College in Kansas and was lined
up to finally get his Division 1
chance at Memphis in 2010
before a coaching change there
forced him to change plans again.

He wound up at Murray State.
He sat out the Racers' first game
at Kent State due to paperwork
issues that rendered him ineligible, then he didn't play in the
home opener against Southeast
Missouri State due to what
Hatcher called a poor week of
practice.
"We had a long talk, and he
understood, and we played him
last week." Hatcher says. 'This
week. man tell you what, he had
a great week of practice. and it
showed tonight."
Racer fans, undoubtedly. are
glad Hatcher and Harns came to
an understanding.
"It's good for the whole
offense when you start getting
100-yard rushers in there," the
head coach said. "It opens up the
pass game and allows you to
play-action. There are a lot of
things you're able to do when you
can run the football."

blocked. one of which resulted in
a Martin touchdown just before
halftime.
the
credited
Hatcher
Skyhawks with perfect timing on
the punt blocks, but said correcting the problem would be a point
of emphasis in practice next
week.
MURRAY sr 52, TENN -MARTIN 16
7 7 20-16
Tenn -Martin
28 14 37-52
Murray St
First Gustier
Mur D Johnson 91 punt return 'Cullen
kck) 13 It
Mur Brockman 10 pass from Rothman
(Cullen tuck), 10 39
Mur. Brady 2 run (Cullen kick). 6-01
InM. Milligan 14 pass from Can (Sandlon
luck). 3-34
Mur Powell S.: pass from Ehrhardt (Cullen
lUckl. 1.05
Second Ouarter
Mur Mi Harns 25 pass from Ehrhardt
(Cullen kick) 11 42
Mix BrOdunan 14 run (Cuflen kick).
3.23
TnM: Daniel 3 blocked punt return
(Sandlin kick), :08.
Third Quarter
Mur FG Cullen 36. 8 56
TnM Carney Safety, 5 16
Fourth Quarter
Mur MI Hams 1 run (Cullen kick), 12 la
A 8 107

21
First downs
27-91
Rushes-yards
200
Passing
Cump-Att.Int 22-43-2
55
Return Yards
6-42 0
Punts-Avg
3-2
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards 10-74
31 27
TO P

Mur
25
40-211
232
25-37-0
153
5-27 0
7-54
28 33

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING: Tenn -Marlin Barksdale 7-49
Ja McNair 10,33 Ju McNair 4-15 Taylor
1-13 McNeil 1-3, Cart 4-(minus 22)
Murray St Mt Karns 17-119. Brockman
4-35, Barnett 4-27. Levert 4-22 Brady 520. Calhoun 1-0, Cullen 1-0 Team 3minus 4). Ehrhardt 1.(minus 8)
PASSING: Tenn -Martin Carr 20-39-2189. Ju McNair 2-4-0-11
Murray St Ehrhardt 16-28-0-158,
Brockman 8-8-0-64. Rothman 1-1-0-10
RECEIVING, Tenn -Marton Taylor 5-43.
Everett 4-41, Milligan 3-43 Barksdale 315 Ja McNair 3 15 Hamrick 1-18.
Chamberlain 1-12 Thompson 1-7, Shiver
1-6
Murray St Mt Hams 5-45, Brackett 5-34
Barnett 4-22. MaJiarns 3-52 Daniels 3I 7 Ard 2-39 Brockman 1-10. Powell 1-9
Beautord 1-4
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Graves County in a playoff for
the final state bid, and went on to
make ttie cut at state. finishing
I Oth.
The one thing this bunch has
not done in their high school
careers is win a region title.
They'll have the opportunity on
Tuesday, but defending champion
St. Mary stands in the way.
"Calloway and St. Mary
would have to slip up a iittle bit,
and we'd have to play a little bit
better than we have (to get into
the top two)," said Murray coach
Chris Graham. whose Tigers are
one of the region's sleepers to
snag a bid if the Lakers or
Vikings have an off day.
Smith stops short of calling
Tuesday's tournament a two-tearn
race. but says he is confident in
his squad's ability to win.
"If both us and St. Mary show
up to play and don't lay an egg, 1
think those are going to be the
two teams up there at the top,' he
said. "But you've got teams like

Ballard. Graves, Marshall. Heath
and Murray who can go low on
any given day."
Senior Chasten Howard will
play in the No. 1 spot for the
Lakers and has been one of the
region's most consistent golfers
this year, especially in the second
half of the season. where he
played six munds of golf at even
par or better.
Garrison and Harper will be
Nos. 2 and 3 while sophomore
Matt McReynolds and senior
Brock Simmons round out the top
five.
As well as playing the role of
dark horse state-bid contender.
Murray has an individual title
contender in senior Jordan Smith.
Smith saw his season come to
a premature end at regionals as a
junior after coming up on the
short end of a three-way playoff
for the final two individual bids to
state.
Tuesday represents his last
chance to qualify to play at
Bowling Green.
"He hasn't said anything about

it, but you can see he wants it, ances of the season. however,
particularly here lately in his came in a regional-esque tournafocus and the way he practices," ment at the All 'A'region champiGraham says."You can just see it onships in August. There, at Silos
in him -that's his goal to get to Counny Club in Paducah. the
Tigers claimed second place and
the state tournament."
Smith, who carne into the sea- finished just six strokes behind
son averaging about one-over par. St. Mary.
"We felt like we played to our
hasn't lowered his scores much.
but he has been consistent, and potential there." Graham says.
Graham says he is playing a "That boosts us, knowing we can
still shave a few strokes here and
smarter game.
"His so-called bad munds are there and be competitive with
only two or three over par," teams like St. Mary."
Graham said. "Thc other day at
Crittenden. he shot five-over
through the first five holes, then
paired the next four and shot a 32
on the front nine to shoot twoover par for the tournament.
That's just an example of how
consistent he is."
Graham acknowledges that in
order for his Tigers to be competitive as a team, they'll need better
play from their two. three and
four golfers - junior Blake
Graham. sophomore Jay Roth
and seventh-grader James Boone.
One of Murray's best perform-
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NOW IS THE TIME FOR STOCKING!
'Channel Catfish 'Largemouth Bass 'Redear 'Bluegill (Bream)
'Minnows •Black Crappie of Avail.) *Grass Carp •Kol
Southern States in Murray. KY
Friday, Oct. eth from 2:30-3:30 p.m.
To Place An Order Cali. 1-800-247-2615
www.farleysfishferm com
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Thurman
finishes
third at
Webster Co.
Staff Report
Ryan Thurman was the top
local finisher on the boys side
Saturday at the Webster County
Invitational.
Thurman led the Lakers, who
finished eighth in the team
score. with a time of 17:00.10,
good for third place in the 113runner event.
Senior Colby Fox finished
39th overall with a time of
and
sophomore
19:38.39
Chantry Carroll finished 52nd
overall for the Lakers with a
time of 20:25.80.
The sophomore trio of Zack
Eells, Aaron Collie and Blake
Weatherington rounded out the
scoring for the Lakers.
Eells finished 67th overall
with a time of 21:24.97, Collie
notched a 21:35.43 which was
and
72nd
for
good
Weatherington finished 78th
overall. turning in a 21:55.13.
On the girls side it was senior
Kelsey Gray who paced the
Lady Lakers. finishing 30th
overall with a time of 24:54.00.
Sophomore Kaitlyn Cory was
the only other Lady Laker to run
in the event. finishing with a
29:18.00, good for 49th place.
The St. Mary Greenway meet
will be held on Tuesday.

Bel Air Shopping Center
rray, KY 42071

CISTLEIUIN TIRE REPAIR, INC,
"Serving The Area for Over 50 years'
1880 State Rt. 121 So. • Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday-Friday 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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245/70R17

$66.00
$74.00
$86.00
$137.00

CHARGER
EXPLORER
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TRAX
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GOOD/YEA/I
195/60R15
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215/70R15
235/75R 15
205/55R 16
225/60R16
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245/60R18
275/65R18

RSA
EAGLE LS
INTEGRITY
WRANGLER
RSA
RSA
SRA SW
RSA
ATS BW
FORTERA
WRG SRA

$77.00
$70.00
$72.00
$84.00
$82.00
$88.00
$134.00
$134.00
$136.00
$137.00
$160.00

215/60R16
235170R16
225/50R17
245/70R17
265/60R18

ENERGY SAVER
LATITUDE
PILOT
LTX A/S
LTX A/S

$114.00
$136.00
$134.00
$141.00
$146.00
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KH 17
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KR 21
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KH 16
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AT
KH 16
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205/60R16
245f7OR16
235/70R16
265f75R 16
215/55R17
235/55R17
LT285/70R17
225/60R18

USS
Cliff
Higgivison

$68 00
$85.00
$94.00
$122.00
$80.00
$82.00
S168.00
$120.00
Front Brakes
S44.00
S69.95
$65.00
S65.00 Alignment $49.95
$114.00
$71.00
Oil Change
$67.00
S26.95
$72.00
phost venkleS1
S122.00

"Serving The Area for Over 50 Years"
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